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SUMMARY
This thesis is about publicly funded support of technology-based ventures. These
ventures are regarded as solutions to create growth and societal development. They are
commonly originated from universities, institutes or other firms and their products or
techniques are commonly new or at least different from the ordinary. They are
therefore considered as being of higher risk than generic new firms, but if successful
they may also give higher returns. Hence, a range of efforts has been undertaken to
support them. However, concerning the issue of public support, gaps of research have
been exposed.
This thesis aims to give some answers on the question of what characterizes the
public support given to technology-based ventures in Sweden. It elucidates two types
of public support, the “configuration-type” and the “process-type” The first is studied
by using statistical databases built upon the conditional loans and the innovation
subsidies that were offered by Sweden Innovation Centre during the years 1994-2003.
The second type concerns incubator support, and investigates how best practise
incubators can be evaluated. Among the results, it can be mentioned that different
support actors use different selection criteria depending on their goals, however the
credibility of the applying venture is crucial for approval. Furthermore, a framework
for best practice evaluation is developed.
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INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE

1. INTRODUCTION AND PURPOSE
“Our vision is that Sweden will be the most competitive, dynamic and knowledgebased economy within Europe, which implies being one of the most attractive
investment countries in the world, for large and small knowledge-based companies.”
(Ds, 2004:36, p 4, Leif Pagrotsky, minister of trade and industry and Thomas Östros,
minister of education and research)1
The solution suggested to reach this vision contains of two main parts. The first is
the knowledge-base for innovation per se. This includes e.g. entrepreneurship
education on different levels within the school system. The second is to stimulate
innovation within the industry (supporting new and existing firms). One important tool
for fulfilling the vision is to use an innovation system2 approach (Vinnova, 2005).
There is an emergent focus on the technology-based venture (TBVs3) sectors (cf.
Storey and Tether, 1998b; Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2000; LindholmDahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; Lindelöf and Löfsten, 2004). TBVs are often
originated (spun off) from universities, institutes or other firms (cf. LindholmDahlstrand, 2004). These ventures are, an important complement to larger firms, but
have also special characteristics that make them different to other smaller firms in an
innovation system (cf. Storey, 1994). TBVs are often stated to have the potential to
“fundamentally transform the ways in which societies and markets operate” (cf. Storey
and Tether, 1998b, p 1057). They are seen upon as solutions to create growth and
societal development (cf. Storey and Tether, 1998b, 1998a; Klofsten and LindholmDahlstrand, 2000; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; Lindelöf and Löfsten,
2004; Ds, 2004:36).
To create more innovation, political systems, firms and institutions need to
cooperate. The role for the government is then to facilitate such cooperation between
actors (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; North et al., 2001; Harding, 2002;
Oakey, 2003; Etzkowitz, 2005). There are arguments today, that the old Swedish
support system for enhancing entrepreneurship and innovation has been inefficient.
There is an immediate need for a new system with greater entirety than the old, which
to large extent has been winded up during the last years (de Neergaard, 2004).

The quotation has been translated from Swedish.
Innovation systems (IS) can be regionally limited, such as National IS and Regional IS. They can also
be limited to certain techniques or sectors; we then talk about Sectoral IS or Technological IS
(Carlsson, 2004; Edquist, 2004).
3 See section 1.2 for definition.
1
2
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The policy declarations, and the on-going debate, both in Sweden and on the
international arena, points out that it is important for various actors, such as
policymakers, financiers and incubator4 managers, to understand and be aware of the
special characteristics of TBVs, and to take these characteristics into consideration
when acting in order to benefit them (Storey and Tether, 1998b). Successfully
implemented, this entails a better fit between demand (various types of firms) and
supply side (various types support actors) of public TBV support, and therefore a more
efficient innovation system.
Therefore, increased understanding of publicly funded support towards early stages
TBVs is needed. However, to obtain this we need detailed empirical studies, using
different rich data samples and various methods for description and analyses. Hence,
an initial step is to present basic characteristics of different types of publicly financed
support. Furthermore, it is crucial to develop models to evaluate performance of
different support initiatives. With respect to this, the aim for this thesis is to find out
the specific characterises of public support for TBVs and methods for evaluating
performance.

1.1. STRUCTURE OF THE THESIS
This thesis starts with an introduction where a short picture of the present status
along with its aim is given. The following sections define TBVs, their surrounding
system and the present types of support that are used. This is followed by a
presentation of the empirics. After this the model for analysis is given, followed by the
research questions.
The frame of reference starts with some general characteristics of TBVs and
continues with facts and arguments concerning their finance. After that the literature
of public finance is reviewed. The frame of reference is ended with a review of
incubator support.
The method starts with a discussion about knowledge, how to utilise practically
based knowledge and how to relate to previous experience. The section is continued
with the method of this thesis, and the methods used for each paper.
Summaries of each paper are given and the thesis ends with conclusions and some
ideas for the upcoming research.

4

For definition of incubator, see section 1.5.2
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1.2. TECHNOLOGY-BASED VENTURES
TBV is a key concept for this thesis, and therefore it has to be discussed and
defined. When going through the literature about new technology-based firms
(NTBFs), knowledge-based firms, high technology small firms and innovative firms,
ventures, projects and ideas in general, it is soon confirmed that the confusion is large
over what is considered as being what (Storey and Tether, 1998a; Rickne and
Jacobsson, 1999; Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2004). There is a range of more or less
differentiated meanings concerning both definitions and denominations.
‘New’ in this study aims at ideas, ventures, projects, and firms that are young, in
means of being in their earliest phases of development5. Therefore, the denomination
‘venture’ will be used from here on. Early development or early stage/phase is in this
study defined as beginning “with the realisation of the idea whereby one or more
founders take concrete action to set up a commercial enterprise. The process is said to
be concluded when a business platform has been established” (Klofsten, 1997, p 149) 6.
‘Technology-based’ embrace everything from science-based in means of hightechnology spin-offs from universities and research institutes to more basic
apprehensions of technology in general, but still with the focus of the technology of
the product or service. ‘Knowledge-based’ is referred to as focusing on the human
capital, e.g. products or services from skilled individuals such as art directors, architects
etc (Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2004).
In this research the target group studied is denominated technology-based ventures
(TBVs), following the definition given by Klofsten (1992), where the competence of
the personnel within the venture is in focus. He defines a technology-based venture as
“one whose strength and competitive edge derives from the engineering know-how of
people who are integral to the firm, and upon the subsequent transformation of this
know-how into products or services for a market”, (p 16).
The level of technological height or innovation can also be discussed, since it is not
included within the above definition. However, to be able to discuss this issue, the
concept of innovation needs to be declared. The word innovation comes according to
dictionaries from the Latin’s “innovatio” or “innovo”, which means renew, or to make
something new. When choosing a suitable definition, it must be taken into
consideration that TBVs are in their earliest phases of development, which implies
5 New may also be coupled to technique, in means of new technology.
6. Since venture development is an individual process, this period of early stage is both complicated
and blurred to estimate in terms of years and months. It will therefore be measured in terms of
maturity of the idea, see figure 2. Previous studies (Klofsten, 1992), shows that needs and actions of
ventures are to larger extent correlated to maturity rather than to time.
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wideness rather than narrowness. This thesis therefore follows the Schumpeterian7
definition, where innovation is regarded as synonym to entrepreneurship, and is
defined as the carrying out of new combinations, which can concern new goods, new
ways of production, new markets, new raw materials and new organizations (Swedberg,
2000).
There are ventures, both within the studied financial support system and within
several of the incubators, which cannot be defined either as high technology or ‘rocket
science’. Nor are all of them originated by engineers. However, most of them can,
according to the requirements stated of both novelty and innovativeness (both by the
SIC scheme and by most incubators) still be considered as engaged with new and
innovative products or services, in terms of new to the market or in some cases new to the
world. Furthermore, other research may use stricter definitions, where technologybased is a synonym to research-based. Hence, it must be underlined that the choice of
definition for this thesis may entail that what is regarded as specific characteristics and
obstacles for the technology-based ventures addressed in some of the referred sources,
to a less extent holds for all of the ventures studied in this thesis.

1.3. INNOVATION SYSTEMS
It is demonstrated “that new technologies are seldom if ever developed by a single
firm alone in the vacuum of an institutional environment” (Van de Ven, 1993, p 214).
Instead, they must be regarded as part of a larger context. This surrounding system, or
infrastructure for entrepreneurship, as it has been put by Van de Ven (1993), will in
this thesis be referred to as the surrounding innovation system (IS).
In literature there are several types of IS mentioned, each of them suitable for
different contexts and purposes. There are two main principles for categorisation,
geographically based and based on industrial sector/technology. Geographically based
systems are divided into national IS, which are limited by national borders and regional
IS, limited to certain geographical regions (Asheim and Gertler, 2004; Edquist, 2004).
IS following the industrial sector are called sectoral IS. These systems are build upon
shared knowledge and technology of the actors and networks within the sector
(Malerba, 2005). If the system concerns “a particular technology or set of
technologies” (Carlsson, 2004, p 6) the denomination is technological IS. Additionally
to the above ways of limitation, Edquist (2004) mentions the activities of the system as a
third way. However, he admits that such limitations often are complicated to conduct.
This definition originates from the second edition of J. A. Schumpeter ”The theory of economic
development” from 1934.

7
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Due to the fact that there are various types of TBVs, a relevant IS can be difficult to
point out; a wide definition of the concept of IS is therefore needed. Such a wide
definition is made by Edqvist (2004, p 182), where he defines the IS as “the
determinants of innovation process = all important economic, social, political,
organisational, institutional, and other factors that influence development, diffusion,
and use of innovations”. Furthermore, IS are constituted by its components
(organisations and institutions) and the relations among them.
Finally, the IS approach is put forward to be used as “a conceptual framework in
specific empirical analyses of concrete conditions” (Edquist, 2004, p 202). In this
thesis it will be used as a tool to describe and limit the surrounding context of the
ventures in focus.

1.4. SUPPORT
The focus of this study is publicly funded support directed towards TBVs. This
support can be divided into two types, “configuration-type” and “process-type” (Autio
and Klofsten, 1998, p 33), The former refers to support in terms of infrastructure, such
as proximity to universities, research institutes and manufacturing industries,
competent managed science parks/incubators, supply of venture capital and other
sources of funding. In this study the focus, however, is put on public finance and the
other kinds will therefore be left or only shallowly treated. The latter, “process-type”,
refers to more “soft type” of support, such as support programs directed directly to
the venture and its daily needs, e.g. different kinds of business advice and coaching
activities. These two types of support will be discussed in the following two sections; a
general picture of the present national state will be given along with some of the
arguments of the debate. Some important research gaps will also be revealed.
1.4.1. “CONFIGURATION-TYPE” OF SUPPORT
The problem of finding finance is often put forward by individuals that have got an
innovative idea that they are willing to realize within a new venture (cf. Westhead and
Storey, 1997). If studying the venture capital literature it is easy to get the impression
that the lack of capital is most severe during the expansion phases of the venture (cf.
Harding, 2000; North et al., 2001; McGlue, 2002). However, there is evidence
(Klofsten et al., 1999) that also small amounts directed to the very earliest stages are of
high importance.
According to de Neergaard (2004) the demand for new venture finance in Sweden is
now strong. He states that the old system of support was fragmented, and since it has
during the later years at least partly been mounted down, the present opportunities to
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find finance beside own capital and so called “bootstrap capital”8 has decreased.
Furthermore, it is shown that the venture capital investments towards early phases
have decreased steadily in the recent years (SVCA, 2000, 2002, 2003). There are
however, some regional funding available, especially if the venture is able to claim that
it is situated at the countryside in a less dense region that can invoke regional support
from the EU. In principle, the Swedish support system dedicated to new venture ideas
today is limited to the funds of ALMI/NUTEK9 and the Innovation Link. Most is
available as different kinds of loans or against equity shares. There are also possibilities
to get smaller sums in the form of subsidies10, but regional policies and solutions are
differing. Furthermore, the present financial support efforts are not exclusively
directed to the earliest phases.11
The issue of public support of TBVs has also generated discussions among
researchers. Demand for thoughtfulness is emphasized along with the need for more
research on the issue. Storey and Tether (1998b) as an example, argues that no
development of the European support schemes has been undertaken, and for this
reason they suggest that evaluation of the effectiveness of governmentally financed
support schemes in Europe is needed. There are studies that point out the advantages
of, and need for publicly funded support directed to new ventures (cf. Klofsten et al.,
1999; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; North et al., 2001; Lawton, 2002;
Oakey, 2003). Studies stating the opposite, or at least rising warnings about
governmental support activities and accusing them for being inefficient and for
“throwing money” at the problem instead of solving them (Cressy and Olofsson,
1997b, page 192 ; Bergström, 2000). Klofsten et al. (1999) recognized a research gap
concerning public finance of early stages ventures in 1999, when they surveyed
subsidies and loans available during the early nineties. According to my own studies
this research gap still seems to be open (Norrman et al., 2004a).

Bootstrap capital (such as loans from friends and family, credit cards, home equity loans (Auken and
Neeley, 1996)) is a term used to comprehensively describe the sources of finance that not are to be
described as traditional (such as loans from banks, venture capital investments and public financial
schemes) (c.f. Auken and Neeley, 1996; Winborg, 2003).
9 ALMI is a publicly financed and owned support organisation that aims at supporting new and
established firms with funding and advice. It consists of a parent company, ALMI Företagspartner AB,
with 21 regional daughters. ALMI gives advice and provides capital, mostly in case of different types of
loans (http://www.almi.se). NUTEK is a publicly owned central support agency translated as “The
Swedish Agency for Economic and Regional Growth”. The aim of NUTEK is to create an increasing
number of (1) new companies, (2) growing companies, and (3) strong regions (http://www.nutek.se).
The Innovation Link is a publicly owned and regionally operating foundation. It aims at supporting the
commercialisation of research and innovations (http://www.innovationsbron.se).
10 Information from ALMI Östergötland.
11 The information about the Innovation Link is given by its officials in Stockholm.
8
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1.4.2. “PROCESS-TYPE” OF SUPPORT
Although ‘money makes the world go round’, it is not all that matters! To gain
success on the market there is a need for support in terms of what is mentioned above
as “process-type”. This type of support includes hands-on advice to the entrepreneurs
and originators of TBVs, e.g. of what to do and what to avoid, how to structure the
business, find and convince customers, how to build an efficient organisation. Bright
ideas and advanced inventions are as mentioned, important, but what is their value if
no one has heard of them, or worse, don’t want to purchase them? There are several
studies giving evidence that inventions, no matter how brilliant they are, guarantee
commercial success, and it is the commercial success that secures jobs and incomes
(Heydebreck et al., 2000). As an example the video standards VHS and Betamax can be
mentioned. Betamax was first on scene and more technically advanced, but it was the
second mover VHS that through strategic movement finally won the race (Cusumano
et al., 1992).
As previously shown, few innovations are born and developed in closed and locked
basements. To reach, for example, customers, partners and financiers, relations with
the surrounding environment are needed. The support actors, such as business
advisors and incubator coaches, therefore have an important mission of being
mediators between TBVs and the actors that’s surround them.
Governmental efforts are made also concerning the “process-type” of business
support. Beside nation-covering organisations such as ALMI, that serve both
established and new firms, there is the Swedish Agency for Innovation Systems,
Vinnova that supports the environment of TBVs (e.g. the Vinnkubator-programme).
However, when taking a closer look at incubators, both in Sweden and abroad, it
appears that incubators do not constitute a homogeneous group (paper three).
Therefore, when supporting incubators it is important to be able to measure their
effectiveness. For example, a Swedish study (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Klofsten,
2002) gives evidence that the support given by Swedish incubators and science parks
does not match the demand of the tenants. The lack of research on how to evaluate
their performance was recognized almost ten years ago (Mian, 1997), but this gap has
not yet been fulfilled (see paper three). This holds especially for the Swedish incubator
system, where a research-gap is addressed by Lindelöf and Löfsten (2004) who
emphasize that more knowledge on the issue is needed.
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1.5. ABOUT THE EMPIRICS
This thesis is to a large extent based on empirical analysis. To put these empirics
into a context that is easier to approach, a map over the main public support actors has
been constructed (see Figure 1). The map shows primarily the financial resource
providers12 within the Swedish system of support actors during the resent 10 years
(1994 – 2003)13.
The map is arranged as follows: The bottom row indicates the development stage of
the venture. It is divided between pre-commercialisation stage and commercialisation
stages, which both are concepts adapted from Klofsten (2005).14 The following five
rows (see figure 1) represent publicly funded actors and the top rows represent private
actors. The intensity of grey colour indicates the stage of firm development in focus of
each type of actor or actor.

Figure 1, Support actors in Sweden
Starting from the top, the first row, ‘stock market’, represents the stock exchanges
available for TBVs that are in position to make public offerings of their stocks. ‘Private
venture capitalists’ represent all kinds of private investors15. NUTEK and ALMI have
12 Although financial support may be the first task that comes to mind concerning the organisations in
the figure, most of them emphasise the combination of financial support and advice.
13 This map is today changed. SIC has been winded up and there are new actors, like the innovation
link, that have entered the stage.
14 In the first stage, the venture strives to reach a “launching platform”, where the idea is a foundation
for starting a new venture and there is an actor which is prepared to invest resources in the future
development of the idea (p 116-117). In the latter stage the idea has been successful enough to
commercialise, and the venture strives to reach a “business platform”. See also Figure 2, where the
whole process is given (Klofsten, 2005).
15 For information of Swedish venture capital investors see SVCA, the Swedish Private Equity &
Venture Capital Association (http://www.svca.se).
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both been described above (note 9). The Sweden Industrial Development Fund is a
publicly owned and financed venture capital fund that offers growth capital for
Swedish small and medium sized companies in most sectors. Their investments consist
of both loans and equity capital in the range of k€ 225 and M€ 5.5, and optimal
investments are of approximately M€ 1.1. The fund is co-owner of a number of
regional private venture capital companies (SVCA, 2005)16. SIC was a scheme for
innovation finance that aimed at supporting innovative ideas. Finally, the incubators
has been put in to this map, since most of them, at least partly, are financed with
governmental disposes and since their support, which mainly is of “process-type”, aims
at early stages ventures.
As stated above, support has been divided into two main types: “configurationtype” and “process-type”. In order to get a picture of the public support that is as
complete as possible, it is important to study both these types. As shown by figure 1,
both SIC and the incubators have in common that they are supporting TBVs in their
earliest phases, therefore they both fit well as research objects for this study. The
innovation finance scheme of SIC represents the “configuration-type” and the Swedish
incubators represent the “process-type” of support.
Although these support actors represent different types of support, there are several
denominators common for both of them. Both actors are:
• Aiming at early phases of business development by dealing with support
directed towards TBVs17.
• Aiming at creating environments – or innovation systems - that nurtures the
emergence and development of TBVs.
• Totally or partly financed by governmental disposals.
• Instruments or tools that are expected to provide the society with an increasing
inflow of technology-based firms, which is regarded as a key factor for the
society to achieve and develop economic growth.
The following sections will give a more detailed presentation of these support
actors, starting with the SIC.
1.5.1. SWEDEN INNOVATION CENTRE
“Sweden Innovation Centre, SIC, supports innovators in their absolutely earliest
phases of development – with financial capital, advice and networks. One of the

16
17

See also http://www.industrifonden.se
See Figure 1, Support actors in Sweden and figure 2.
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objectives of SIC’s work is to create a better innovation climate in Sweden – a climate
where people’s attitudes to innovators is positive.” (SIC, 2002, p 24)
SIC18 was founded in 1994 by a governmental decision and was then supplied with a
foundation of approximately 60 M€, originated from the public foundations of
employees. The purpose of SIC was to give economic support to early stage
innovations that were able to commercialise. SIC was also, as a lead in the renewal of
the Swedish trade and industry, supposed to support innovation-promoting activities in
purpose to enhance the interest and understanding of the importance of innovations as
a factor behind economic growth (SIC, 2004).
Due to the initial governmental decision, the activities of SIC was limited into a 10year project period and its funding was expected to be consumed during this period.
Today SIC has been winded up, the official date was in September 2003, where the
remaining funds were transferred to ALMI, that were the inheritor of the SIC project.
During the SIC project there were four kinds of support activities managed by SIC.
These were:
• ‘Innovation subsidies’, a financial grant without obligations of payback. The
maximal supported amount was of approximately 3300 €, but generally lower.
• ‘Conditional loans’, a soft type of loan, with the security put in the applying
project. If the project gained commercial success the applicant had to pay it
back and if the project failed the loan was written of. The maximal loan amount
was of approximately 44 k€.
• ‘Scholarships’ have been characterized by varying size and varying purpose and
only accessible periodically.
• ‘Innovation-promoting activities’ have been support activities directed towards
other supporting actors and activities, typically different kinds of networks,
special activities and efforts, such as participation in trade fairs lead by ALMI
and other organisations that promotes trade and industry.
Subsidies, loans and the scholarships were available for applications from private
persons as well as new firms, although firms were limited to not being older than three
years. The innovation subsidies were locally administrated by the ‘innovation centres’
(normally by the local ALMI companies, but there were a few exceptions) in each of
18 Where no other source is given, the facts about SIC is taken from the pamphlets “Sweden
Innovation Centre” (2002), “10 years with Sweden Innovation Centre” (SIC, 2004) and the application
form (SIC) “Nurture for good ideas”. Some facts are also taken from interviews with the staff of SIC,
Per Laurell, managing director and Roger Yttergren.
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Sweden’s 21 counties. The other facilities were administrated centrally by SIC in
Stockholm. To handle the applications SIC used authorized consultants with
knowledge of specific industries. These consultants were spread all over the country.
The rules for application were explicit: To get support a project or an idea had to be
(1) new, (2) able to commercialise and, (3) technically or intellectually advanced. The
instructions within the application form and its checklists were clear and indicated
explicitly which activities were supported and which were not.
1.5.2. INCUBATORS
Historically, incubators can be seen as a quite new phenomenon (Mian, 1997). They
are often located or connected to Science parks19 and in most cases they also have got
close bounds to universities (Siegel et al., 2003). The first American incubator was
started in Batavia, New York, in 1959 (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b).
The history of the science park/incubator phenomenon is said to be started by the
birth of Stanford Industrial Park in the early fifties. Frederick Terman is commonly
believed as its inventor and the Stanford Industrial Park was the first stone in what
became the area that today is known as the Silicon Valley, situated between the
universities of Stanford and Berkeley in Santa Clara (Huffman and Quigley, 2002).
Silicon Valley has been the role model for science parks all over the world and the
phenomenon is growing (Westhead et al., 2000). The first parks in Sweden, Mjärdevi
Science Park in Linköping and Ideon in Lund was established in the early eighties and
today the number of parks has considerably increased.
In the literature concerning incubators and science parks, the concepts are often
mixed (Falkeström and Larsson, 2000) and science parks and incubators are treated as
more or less the same (cf. Westhead et al., 2000; Löfsten and Lindelöf, 2003; Phan et
al., 2004). The definitions of science parks and incubators, given by their own

19 The denomination Science Park is here used as a synonym to Technology Park, Research Park,
Business Park and other similar concepts (Löfsten and Lindelöf, 2003). Since this thesis does not deal
with parks, the difference if any will not be discussed.
The following definition for science parks is decided by the International Association of Science Parks:
“A Science Park is an organisation managed by specialised professionals, whose main aim is to increase
the wealth of its community by promoting the culture of innovation and the competitiveness of its
associated businesses and knowledge-based institutions. To enable these goals to be met, a Science
Park stimulates and manages the flow of knowledge and technology amongst universities, R&D
institutions, companies and markets; it facilitates the creation and growth of innovation-based
companies through incubation and spin-off processes; and provides other value-added services
together with high quality space and facilities. (IASP International Board, 6 February 2002). The
expression “Science Park” may be replaced in this definition by the expressions “Technology Park”,
“Technopole” or “Research Park”“(Source: http://www.iasp.ws).
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organizations are also close to each others20. Business incubation can according to
these definitions (see note 19 and note 20) be regarded as a part of the science park
agenda.
This thesis concerns incubators. There are plenty of definitions suggested for the
concept incubator as shown in paper three. Rather than choosing one, our study (paper
three) maintains that incubators can be viewed as “…a support environment for startup and fledging companies” (Peters et al., 2004, p 83), although with the following
conditions:21
(1.) Shared office space, which is rented under more or less favourable conditions
(2.) A pool of shared support services to reduce overhead costs
(3.) Professional business support or advice (coaching)
(4.) Access to networks
Furthermore, incubators are in this research identified to be concerned with
ventures whose ideas are approaching the “launching platform”, but have not yet
reached a fully established “business platform”22. This is here referred to as incubator
stage (see figure 2).

Figure 2, The incubator stage (Adapted from Klofsten, 2005)
No recent comprehensive catalogue of Swedish incubators have been found except
the one presented by Falkeström and Larsson (2000), where they in November 1999
listed 33 Swedish incubators. The Swedish Association of Incubators and Science
Parks SISP (http://www.sisp.se) organizes today almost 40 members. These consist of
20 Hackett and Dilts (2004b) gives a comprehensive list of definitions of incubators. On the web page
of National Business Incubator Association, NBIA, business incubation is defined as “a business
support process that accelerates the successful development of start-up and fledgling companies by
providing entrepreneurs with an array of targeted resources and services.”
(Source:http://www.nbia.org/resource_center/what_is/index.php)
21 These conditions are agreed upon by a large number of studies. See paper three.
22 The business platform is defined as “a state whereby an enterprise has an input of business resources
and is able to use these to promote corporate survival and growth in reasonably normal business
circumstances” (Klofsten, 1997, p 148).
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both parks, parks with incubators and incubators. According to the applications23 for
the Vinnkubator programme of Vinnova there are 42 organisations that claim that they
are incubators.
The sources of finance for the incubator activities studied are mainly provided by
governmental disposals. However, the sources are often more differentiated in terms
of public actors than it is for the previously presented SIC. Swedish incubators are
owned and financed by actors such as the Innovation Link, ALMI, universities,
regional/local municipalities. There may also be private financiers and owners such as
companies and private funds.

1.6. A MODEL FOR ANALYSIS
To be able to deal with the initially stated governmental vision, the following
conditions concerning TBVs must be emphasised. Firstly, TBVs are associated with
certain characteristics. This is indicated in previous sections and will also be shown in
the following frame of reference. Secondly, if TBVs are to be developed into the
flourishing enterprises that can serve to fulfil the introductory vision of the
government, they need to get in hold of certain crucial resources, such as scientific or
technological research or know-how, financing, market access, network, human
resources (cf. Van de Ven, 1993; Rickne, 2000). These resources can be obtained by
linking to - and becoming active part of - the surrounding innovation system, in which
the resources, or the holders thereof, subsists (Edquist, 2004). Thirdly, credibility plays
a key role to gain resources and can be gained through certain strategic actions
(Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002). The support organisations may play an important role
as provider of information of such suitable actions and may thereby enhance the
linking process. It can be concluded that TBVs can benefit from different kinds of
public support activities in their efforts to link with the surrounding structures.
Generally, both TBVs and actual support actors are perceived as being part of the
innovation system (Van de Ven, 1993; Edquist, 2004). In figure 3, the public support is
regarded as a tool to link TBVs to their relevant innovation system. Therefore, they
have been put in separate boxes. Other reasons for this division are that TBVs can be
assumed to not having fully merged with their relevant innovation system(s).
Furthermore, their technology may also be too new and different to yet having been
established in a relevant system (see paper three). The relation between TBVs, the
support and the environment to which they strive to link themselves is showed in the
figure 3.
23

Vinnova received 42 applications for the Vinnkubator program in November 2004.
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Figure 3, Model of analysis
The left box represents the TBVs. It includes their individual characteristics and
their needs of resources required in their processes of development into mature firms.
It also includes constrains faced on their way to reach their goals. Furthermore, their
relations and interactions with actors such as financers, customers and partners are
included, as well as their actions. The right box represents the relevant IS and includes
the relations between its organisations, e.g. “formal structures that are consciously
created and have an explicit purpose”…”the actors of the game” (Edquist, 2004, p
182), and its institutions, e.g. the “sets of common habits, norms, routines, established
practises, rules or laws that regulate the relations and interactions between individuals,
groups and organisations”…”the rules of the game” (Edquist, 2004, p 182).
The middle box represents the public support efforts that are made in order to
bridge between TBVs and their relevant IS. Depending on the individual circumstances
and context for each TBV, the connections between the venture and its IS are more or
less tight and more or less easy to obtain. This is because different types of TBVs may
be in the need of different types and quantities of support.

1.7. RESEARCH QUESTIONS
Within the literature several important gaps of research has been pointed out. First,
the literature on public support for TBVs is recognized to be scarce (Klofsten et al.,
1999; Norrman et al., 2004a). Furthermore, Storey and Tether (1998b) demands more
research on the issue of public venture finance. They put forward that evaluation of
the effectiveness of governmentally “configuration-type” (e.g. early stages financing)
support schemes in Europe is needed. Second, also for the “process-type” (e.g.
incubator support), there are research gaps addressed. Mian (1997) desires for
enhanced knowledge of how to evaluate incubator performance. This research gap
14
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seems, according to our research, still to be open. It holds especially for the Swedish
incubator system, where it is emphasized (Lindelöf and Löfsten, 2004) that more
knowledge is needed. Additionally, Storey and Tether (1998b) emphasize the
importance of understanding and awareness of TBVs special characteristics, and the
importance of considering them within the support actions.
Furthermore, we know from the previous sections that there is an on-going debate
of financial support, over its advantages and drawbacks. The demand for a new system
in Sweden is stated as being strong (de Neergaard, 2004). Also regarding the
incubators, there are efforts made, from the government as well as from a regional
level, to create and support effective incubators.
Hence, more knowledge is needed on both of the above-mentioned types of
support. The following questions emerge as important: How do we recognize the
characteristics and components of a good financial support system, or a best practice
incubator? How and what can we learn from passed efforts and experience? Which
parts deserve continuation in future systems and which parts are better to be put in
archives?
The studied support actors are of two separate types. The innovation finance
scheme (SIC) was one limited organisation, and the incubators consist of a group of
organisations, which in principle is unlimited. In the databases of SIC answers as well
as new questions are buried, but far from all. Therefore, as stated in the beginning of
this section, knowledge about the characteristics must be obtained, to be able to
generate meaningful hypothesis that points out the most important questions. This is
true also for the incubators, to be able to find good incubator practice we first need to
know how it is evaluated.
To summarize, the aim for this thesis is to find out the specific characterises of
public support for TBVs and methods for evaluating performance. In order to find
answers and solutions on this aim, two main research questions have been formulated:
RQ 1: What ventures get public financial support?
RQ 2: What problems are inherent in evaluation and comparison of incubator performance and
how can best practice be identified?
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2. FRAME OF REFERENCE
TBVs, as defined in this thesis24, and the innovativeness and prospects of
technological development and growth, to which they are associated, is regarded as
important for the development and growth in society (cf. Storey and Tether, 1998b;
Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2000; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar,
2000; Ds, 2004:36).
TBVs are associated with a range of characteristics that distinguish them from new
ventures in general. At first it must be made clear that TBVs as group are not uniform.
This is important both to understand and to take into consideration (Heydebreck et al.,
2000). Despite this statement of variety, there are also several characteristics that unite
them and make them special compared to other firms. To start, they differ not only
from large firms, but also from other kinds of small firms (Storey and Tether, 1998b,
1998a). The differences between large and small firms are a problem in it self, without
adding the dimension of technology-based or not. This was shown already in the end
of the fifties by Penrose (1959), who puts forward a range of competitive
disadvantages for the small firm compared to larger firms. Moreover, TBVs offer,
when successful, high returns, but the way to obtain these returns are surrounded by
high risks (Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2000).
Furthermore, the following additional characteristics of TBVs commonly seem to
be of particular significance: (1) well educated owners/founders (Westhead and Storey,
1997; Storey and Tether, 1998b; Oakey, 2003). (2) owners/founders lack of marketing
abilities and/or managerial skills (Westhead and Storey, 1997; Storey and Tether,
1998b, 1998a; Lindström and Olofsson, 2001; Mason and Harrison, 2001; Oakey,
2003) (3) technology focused and associated with advanced technology (Westhead and
Storey, 1997; Storey and Tether, 1998b; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000;
Lindström and Olofsson, 2001; Oakey, 2003) (4) concentration on one product
(Oakey, 2003). (5) act on new markets, which are hard to access (Lindström and
Olofsson, 2001; Oakey, 2003). (6) limited internal resources (North et al., 2001). (7)
difficulties to influence or shape their external environment compared to larger firms
(Storey, 1994; North et al., 2001). (8) associated with great uncertainty, since they are
concerned with new products/services, which implies double uncertainty if their case
comprise both new product/service and new market (Westhead and Storey, 1997;
Lindström and Olofsson, 2001; Oakey, 2003) (9) affected by “liability of newness”
(Stinchcombe, 1965, p 148), which includes lack of legitimacy or credibility (Birley et

24

See section 1.2
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al., 1985; Van de Ven, 1993; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002)(10) recognized to have
short windows of opportunity (Westhead and Storey, 1997; Storey and Tether, 1998b).
According to Westhead and Storey (1997) the firms with the most sophisticated
technology are those who have got the largest potential of getting high returns, but
they are also associated with the highest risk. However, despite that TBVs are
considered as risky, there are European evidence present that “tends to show that, on
balance, technology-based firms are a lower risk” (Storey and Tether, 1998a, p 936).
They are, compared with other start-ups, showing faster growth rates (Storey and
Tether, 1998a), but the authors admit that the growth in case of employment amongst
the youngest firms is modest.

2.1. TECHNOLOGY-BASED VENTURES AND THEIR FINANCING
“New, small, and unknown firms do not have the same facilities for raising capital
as do established, large and known firms” (Penrose, 1959, p 37).
Finance is regarded as a crucial question for most TBVs and it is now and then
reported that entrepreneurs feel that their presumptive growth are constrained by lack
of external finance (Storey and Tether, 1998a). Launching a new product or service on
the market is risky and costly (Westhead and Storey, 1997; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and
Cetindamar, 2000; Oakey, 2003) and it often takes long time until any returns of the
investments is seen (Drucker, 1985; Storey and Tether, 1998b; Lindström and
Olofsson, 2001; Oakey, 2003). Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand (2000) mentions
two occasions were the need for capital is crucial, during the start-up phase and during
the latter expansion phase. They also show that the ventures often are self-financed in
the beginning, but from the research of North, Smallbone et al. (2001) we know that
their assets are limited. Before a market success it has, therefore, often been several
rounds of external finance (Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2000). The question is
what happens if the venture is not able to obtain the funding that they need to make it
to the market.
The list of characteristics in the previous section explains why TBVs are considered
as “special” and as more risky than new ventures in general. Their characteristics
enhance their risk to meet with financial obstacles, not least due to conditions, such as:
(1) advanced technology is difficult to evaluate (Storey and Tether, 1998b; LindholmDahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000), (2) unknown markets are difficult to evaluate
(Westhead and Storey, 1997), (3) lack of intangible assets (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and
Cetindamar, 2000), and (4) lack of credibility on the market or to financiers (Birley et
al., 1985; Van de Ven, 1993; Storey and Tether, 1998a; Klofsten and LindholmDahlstrand, 2000; Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002).
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When studying the finance of early stages ventures, demand and supply of resources
often emerges as unbalanced (Norrman and Klofsten, 2005). This is hardly something
new and it is often referred to as financial obstacles termed as financial gaps. The
debate over these gap-issues has been ongoing since the early thirties, where the
Macmillan report (1931) was presented in the English parliament. These gaps can
occur in different forms and stages. Mason and Harrison (2003) and Cressy (2002)
suggests that a funding gap can be defined either as a disequilibrium between demand
and supply of loans (funds) or as a market failure. Harding (2002) states that there is a
funding gap for high growth business. To her the gap is synonymous with inefficiency
in the market and imbalance between demand and supply for finance on certain levels.
“The concept of a funding gap is by no means straightforward” (Cressy, 2002, p F1)
and most researchers today refer to these gaps as different kinds of market failures
(Storey, 1994; Storey and Tether, 1998a; Martin and Scott, 2000; Carpenter and
Petersen, 2002; Harding, 2002; Lerner, 2002). Furthermore most of the research
contributions over this issue concerns equity based venture capital investments (North
et al., 2001; Harding, 2002; McGlue, 2002; Mason and Harrison, 2003).
Irrespective of what term is used, financial gap or market failure, the phenomenon is
a barrier that is commonly faced by early stages TBVs. The phenomenon seems to be
caused by a range of factors. Information asymmetries between investors and
entrepreneurs (Berggren et al., 2000; Carpenter and Petersen, 2002; Cressy, 2002; de
Meza, 2002; Harding, 2002; Lerner, 2002; Shane and Cable, 2002) is one of the most
common explanations. It is also put forward that entrepreneurs often are averse to
external ownership and carefully watch over their independence (Cressy and Olofsson,
1997b; Berggren et al., 2000; Lindström and Olofsson, 2001; North et al., 2001;
Harding, 2002), which prevents them to take on external venture capital. From the
investors perspective there are complaint over the lack of high quality investment cases
(Mason and Harrison, 2002). Furthermore, high-technology as such are emphasized to
be severe to evaluate (Carpenter and Petersen, 2002) which might also make investors
averse. From the demand perspective the view is the opposite; the investors are risk
averse (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; Carpenter and Petersen, 2002)
and therefore tend to invest close to the market launch (Mason and Harrison, 1997;
Oakey, 2003), which leaves early phases un-funded.
According to Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar (2000) early stages financing
requires lower investments than latter stages. Despite this, Mason and Harrison (2002;
2003) underline the problem with lack of small investments. This problem is further
enhanced by high costs for evaluations of the cases (Harding, 2002), which makes
small investments more expensive25 than large ones. Investors are also accused of
25

More expensive by means of evaluation cost per Euro invested.
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making short term investments without long term commitment (Oakey, 2003), which
is in contradiction to how innovations develop (Drucker, 1985). Other obstacles that
are pointed out are the entrepreneur’s lack of “investment readiness” (cf. Lindström
and Olofsson, 2001) and that high-technology has got limited collateral value
(Carpenter and Petersen, 2002).
As exposed above it is clear that financial constrains, despite of origin, is an issue
worth discussing. Carpenter and Petersen argues that “if financing constrains are
widespread in the high-tech sector they could potentially inhibit economic growth”
(2002, p F55). There is a range of solutions suggested to overcome or restrict these
obstacles. Berggren et al. (2000) argues that overcoming information asymmetry must
be the basic goal.
Information asymmetry is explained (Shane and Cable, 2002) as an obstacle that
emerge when two parts, in this case the entrepreneur and the investor, has got
separated knowledge or information about each others conditions and potentials.
There are several reasons that explain why information asymmetry ensues, for example
the entrepreneur might be reluctant to display too many details since he/she fears that
it might benefit the competitors. The entrepreneur can, on the other hand, from the
investors point of view, be regarded as over-optimistic over the idea, since the investor
are not aware of its fully potential (Shane and Cable, 2002).
The phenomenon with entrepreneurs as over-optimistic is also recognized by for
example Åstebro (2003) and de Meza (2002). The investors have got reasons to be
sceptic about to optimistic sagas from burning entrepreneurs. Åstebro shows that “the
average probability that an independent inventor succeeds in commercialising his/her
invention is estimated to about 0,07” compared to 0,27 for R&D in established firms
(2003, p 227). Lerner (2002) shows that despite of careful selection and due-diligence
procedures the most common result on invested venture funding is failure or in best
cases survival with low returns. He also shows that the return on venture capital
investments originates from a low number of success cases. Neither society nor the
entrepreneur benefits from too much optimism if it leads to pursuing inventions and
ideas that lack of quality (Åstebro, 2003). To prevent this he suggests increased patent
fees and more efforts put on exploring the commercial abilities of the idea. According
to Shane and Cable (2002) however, the two sides often seems to find ways to, at least
partly, overcome this kind of obstacle.
Mason and Harrisson (2001) stated that the demand side contributes to the early
growth stages equity-gap. Since the barriers for investments, according to Mason and
Harrison (2002), lies in lack of proper business opportunities and problems in
negotiating with the entrepreneurs, it is suggested that entrepreneurs should be
educated in understanding the advantage of taking on external equity based capital.
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They emphasize TBVs to get “investment ready” before presenting their prospects to
the investors. They have named this skill “investment readiness”. “Investment
readiness” incorporates three dimensions: (1) the entrepreneur’s attitude to equitybased finance, (2) the entrepreneur’s way of presenting the offer, both through written
documents such as business plans and through oral presentation, and (3) the match
between the entrepreneur’s offer and the requirements of the investor. “…at its heart,
becoming ‘investment ready’ is therefore about business development” (Mason and
Harrison, 2001, p 664). Mason and Harrison also emphasize the “need to reach
entrepreneurs at an early stage to enable them to incorporate equity funding in their
planning process” (2001, p 666).

2.2. PUBLIC FINANCE
From the previous sections it is shown that TBVs are associated with special
characteristics and obstacles. They are also associated with expectations, not least from
a societal point of view, as shown in the introduction section. It is therefore logical that
this type of ventures has attracted interest from the public sector. TBVs are shown to
have difficulties in obtaining finance, due to one or several reasons exposed above. The
governmental role might therefore be to bridge this financial gap by providing
“configuration-type” of business support (Oakey, 2003). Lindholm-Dahlstrand and
Cetindamar (2000) argues that the public sector can lower the risks and thereby
encourage private investors, both by providing resources and by encouraging private
investments.
There are efforts made from governments worldwide, in order to support the
emergence of TBVs. Story and Tether (Storey and Tether, 1998b) has reviewed the
support for TBVs in Europe in order to give policy implications for the European
policy makers. On direct financial support, their findings shows that support schemes
exclusively designed for what they define as new technology-based firms, are rare. In
Sweden they refer to the seed finance system of NUTEK as the only present26. Their
general findings claim that the efforts made, both the general and the exclusive, are
important, but they are not eliminating the financial gaps. However, they conclude that
most schemes despite this are to be regarded as rather effective.
Going trough the debate of public support in general and public financial support in
particular leaves a large range of arguments both saying that society should get
involved and that it should not. There are suggestions of how this public involvement
should be carried out and what efforts that ought to be avoided in order to be as
efficient as possible. To start, North et al. (2001) distinguish between expressed needs
26

This system is to day winded up (Bager-Sjögren, 2004).
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and latent needs of the firm. They suggest that it is better that the available public
resources are put on “the needs of the economy” (p 305), than on the expressed needs
of the entrepreneur. They prefer a strategic innovation policy rather than meeting sole
needs.
Lawton (2002) argues that public sector can promote growth and employment by
facilitating access to venture capital. The role of the public sector concerning support
of especially the earliest phases is emphasized (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar,
2000). This argument is grounded on the fact that private investors tend to invest in
stages where they can see good prospects of getting return of their investments
(Bygrave and Timmons, 1992). Early stages are therefore often left unfunded (Oakey,
2003). A number of studies shows that public support of early stages decreases the
risks for latter stages investments (Klofsten et al., 1999; Klofsten and LindholmDahlstrand, 2000; Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; Lawton, 2002; Oakey,
2003). Cooperation between public and private capital is therefore suggested
(Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; North et al., 2001; Harding, 2002;
Oakey, 2003; de Neergaard, 2004).
It is also shown that the lack of credibility, which is a common obstacle faced by
many new ventures, can be repaired by publicly funded grants (Klofsten et al., 1999;
Lerner, 2002). Public support in order to motivate the struggle of entrepreneurs is also
suggested (Klofsten et al., 1999; paper one).
When private investors are unwilling to invest, the public sector can facilitate
necessary resources (Klofsten et al., 1999; Oakey, 2003). Maigart and Struyf (1997)
argue in the same direction, concerning governmental support for high technology
start-ups and mean that subsidies and R&D funding plays an important role. They also
noted that entrepreneurs lacked awareness of the opportunities for present publicly
funded finance.
According to Martin and Scott (2000) “strict reliance on a market system will result
in underinvestment in innovation, relative to the socially desired level” (p 438). This is
because innovation in some cases can be generic by means that an innovation can be
used in many industries. Under such circumstances, there is a role for public support,
e.g. funding for both SMEs and start-ups that can prevent R&D investments from
suffering. Lerner (2002) argues that public financial efforts also create technological
spill-over.
Mason and Harrisson (2001) put forward lack of “investment readiness” as an
explanation to why financial gaps come to existence. If this holds, it is of importance,
as they also suggest, to work with attitudes also among the entrepreneurs. North et al.
(2001) argue in the same direction and states that “one of the tasks of innovation
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support should be to encourage attitudinal change on the part of owner-managers with
respect to external finance” (p 309).
There are also several researches that are more or less sceptic to public support of
new ventures. Bergström (2000) argues that subsidisation may occur technical
inefficiencies and it can be questioned if it is good or bad for long-term growth.
Bergström has surveyed only selective subsidies, e.g. regional policy subsidies towards
the northern parts of Sweden. He shows that subsidies are positively correlated to
growth during the first year, and then the correlation decreases. He (Bergström, 2000)
argues that subsidisation can make firms less efficient, because there is a risk that the
subsidies is allocated to less productive firms, which implies that these firms only
survive a little bit longer than they would have done elsewhere, and then gets winded
up anyway. Storey (1994) claims that “…as a whole, public sector financial intervention
to support small firms cannot be viewed as successful” (p 231). Also Cressy and
Olofsson (1997a) are sceptic about governmental finance. They claim that equity gaps
are originated from constrains on both the demand- and the supply side. To them “a
governmental policy of simply throwing money at the problem” (p 192) like public
schemes, especially those aiming at small firms, offering easy money, but no hands on
advice, will not solve the problem (Cressy and Olofsson, 1997b). Also LindholmDahlstrand and Cetindamar (2000) emphasize the importance of what they call
competent capital (capital in combination with advice).

2.3. INCUBATOR SUPPORT
From the above sections we know that the owners/founders of TBVs often lacks of
marketing abilities and/or managerial skills, that they are technology focused, acts on
new markets that are hard to access, has got limited internal resources, lacks of
credibility and enhances difficulties to influence or shape their external environment
compared to larger firms. Lack of “investment readiness” increases their difficulties to
rise funding, which complicates the situation further. From this brief summary of TBV
characteristics it is obvious that there is “job-openings” for organisations that are
specialized on the “process-type” of support, i.e. the incubators.
The aim of most incubators is to create an environment for start-up and fledging
companies.27 They also, commonly, provide facilities such as shared office space,
shared support services, professional business support or advice (coaching) and access
to networks. Most incubators are also publicly funded. (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b)

27 Hackett and Dilts (2004b) give in their appendix a list consisting of 24 different incubator definitions
that they have identified. A majority of the listed definitions corresponds with the here given aim.
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When going through the literature about incubators it is shown that incubators are
different from each others, just like the firms that they are nurturing (cf. Allen and
McCluskey, 1990). There are several reasons to start-out an incubator, besides the ones
of making profits for profit-driven incubators and renting out office space for the realestate based ones (cf. Allen and McCluskey, 1990). Incubators are seen as tools to
enhance innovativeness and to support entrepreneurship (cf. Hsu et al., 2003; Lyons
and Li, 2003), commercialise new technology (cf. Phillips, 2002; Lindelöf and Löfsten,
2004), and create societal growth (cf. Mian, 1997; Phan et al., 2004). They are also
regarded as arenas where universities meet industry and merge and transfer their
knowledge with each others by creation of new ventures (cf. Mian, 1997; Phillips, 2002;
Hsu et al., 2003; Rothschild and Darr, 2005).
Since the reasons for starting incubators differ, also the goals and priorities of the
incubators and their stakeholders differ (cf. Mian, 1997; Bhabra-Remedios and
Cornelius, 2003; Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2004). The selection of incubatees is seen as
important (Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; Peters et al., 2004) and the criteria for how
this selection is made varies between incubators (Lumpkin and Ireland, 1988).
The agreement of the kind of support given by incubators seems to be quite large.
The types of advice and service commonly referred to is accounting, legal matters,
entrepreneurial training and business development services (cf. Mian, 1996; Lalkalka,
2003; Lyons and Li, 2003; Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2004; Chan and Lau, 2004; LindholmDahlstrand, 2004). However, it seems to be differences in how this business support is
given in terms of e.g. intensity, initiative, and quality (Rice, 2002; Bhabra-Remedios and
Cornelius, 2003; Hackett and Dilts, 2004a).
Incubators are commonly associated with networking in one way or another. The
importance of incubator network, both between incubatees (Brooks, 1986; Aernoudt,
2004) and between incubatees and other actors, are emphasized (Phillips, 2002;
Clarysse et al., 2004; Peters et al., 2004; Rothschild and Darr, 2005). According to von
Zedwitz “incubators have often served as catalysts and even accelerators of
entrepreneurial clusters formation and growth“ (p 95). According to Vinnova,
incubators are seen as tools to create and strengthen the environments for TBVs
(Vinnova, 2005). Incubators are also referred to as an important type of activity within
an innovation system (Edquist, 2004).
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3. METHOD
This section discusses the method for this thesis. It starts with a general discussion
about knowledge and its sources, where the practically based knowledge is focused.
After this, the process and method of this thesis follows, following the order of the
research process.

3.1. ABOUT KNOWLEDGE AND BACKPACKS
“New ideas emerge from the interaction between different kinds of knowledge and
sources of knowledge”(Paavola and Hakkarainen, 2005, p 250).
In the work with this thesis the following main sources of input have been used: (1)
information based on suitable analysis of statistical data, (2) information based on
relevant theory, and (3) information based on earlier working experience. Number one
and two in the above list is among the most common ways of collecting information
and maybe also the most important sources for this research. But, when utilising the
first and second sources the researcher can be affected by - or benefit from the third
source.
This implies that among these sources it is, in the first hand, the third source that
can be regarded as controversial and may thereby also cause a methodological
discussion. In the following section the question of how to treat practically based
knowledge in an academic field therefore will be discussed. Own reflections of how the
own backpack of experience have been treated will also be given, since this backpack
is, at least partly, directly related to the objects of research.
Some ideas for discussion can be found by studying the theories of Charles Sanders
Pierce. He advocated an abductive way of proceeding to reach the highest possible
level of insight in the studied issue. The theory of Pierce (1990) is complex or, as
described 1907 by William James, filled of “flashes of brilliant light relived against
Cimmerian darkness” (p. 19)28. Pierce named his theory as pragmaticism29. The
thrilling thing with his theory is the discussion of which the gist can be understood as
utilisation of practically based knowledge. E.g. if the researcher both owns theoretically
based and practically based knowledge or understanding of the research issue, the
possibility to get closer to the truth is larger than if the knowledge is only theoretically
28 This citation is taken from the foreword to Pierce (1990) written by Margareta Bertilsson and Peder
Voetmann Christiansen in 1989 and was delivered by James as a description of a lecture given by
Pierce
29 The term was chosen since its ugliness was supposed to secure it from getting kid-napped (Peirce,
1990)
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based. Pierce stressed that the researcher, when initiating the investigation, must startout with the state of mind and the knowledge that he/she owns at that time, since this
experience is impossible to get rid of. Pierce was also critical to the concept of absolute
truth, since truth according to him is coupled to trust. He therefore, instead of seeking
the truth, advocated search for a reasonable explanation, or a kind of preliminary
hypothesis, e.g. a kind of good enough and useful explanation. The matter of
usefulness is an important ingredient in the Piersian theory. Pierce is by no means
opposite to the positivistic apprehension that hypothesis must be put up and tried, but
from this pragmaticistic point of view, the experience is important both when
generating hypothesis and finding weaknesses within them.
Social sciences cannot fully take on a pure natural science or positivistic way of
research (Gustavsson, 2004). Their complexity implies understanding or as Droysen
(Andersson, 1979) put it “verstehen”. They can be measured, but the measurements
need to be interpreted and explained before it can be transformed into usable
knowledge. If the researcher owns an understanding of the issue that is studied in
terms of practically based experience it is possible to use the abductive approach that
Pierce argued for. This approach is described as a “conscious interaction between
theory and practise that often takes its way via empery, methods and models”
(Wigblad, 2003, p 7)30. The abductive researcher then talks about “joining theory with
practice, or to develop models and methods that couples theory and practice” (ibid).
This implies that the one that owns such practically based knowledge, or experience
of his or hers area of research hopefully is able to ask questions or generate hypothesis
that is more precise than those that do not own this kind of knowledge. Furthermore
the chances to “see through” messages and “read between the lines” ought to be
enhanced.
Being able to utilise practically based knowledge and acting in an abductive way
requires thoughtfulness (Wigblad, 2003), but also declaration of the content of this
practically based knowledge or experience (Arbnor and Bjerke, 1994). For the work
with this thesis knowledge, experience and contacts gained from former occupations
have been used. Hiding the sources of this pased would therefore be to keep the reader
in the dark.
Before returning to academia I have about nine years of working experience of
which most in organisations that often goes under the nickname “the friends of trade
and industry”. The first part of those years was spent at Mälardalen chamber of
commerce, where I had the opportunity to interact with mostly SME-firms from
manufacturing industries that were interested in internationalization. There were also
lots of contacts with larger firms, which were in need of different kinds of certificates
30

The citation is translated from Swedish
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and documents for shipping and travelling with their goods. The second half was spent
as a part of the managerial team of Västerås Technology Park (VTP), where my role
was to be the leader of the growth park, which are one out of three legs of the park31.
My responsibility was to supply the companies with infrastructure, facilities, networks
and education seminars. By the time I started to work at VTP, it was nothing more
than a start-up itself and when I left in 2003 there were approximately 130 companies
with around 1100 employees present, whereof 60% were start-ups originated from the
park’s incubator. VTP has always been, and still is, an organization created by
entrepreneurs in purpose to benefit entrepreneurs. When we started to build the park
there were no road maps, no frames and no limits. All we had were good ideas, a
prospect, a dynamic manager and a good entrepreneurial team accompanied by the
growing network of park companies and other surrounding actors.
During my work at the technology park I was involved in the support system of
SIC, that is studied in the first two papers. My involvement was in case of the special
actions that were directed towards TBVs in incubators and science parks, which was
run in cooperation with the judgement group of Swedepark32. My role was to market
the support from SIC and to assist the ventures that applied for support with their
applications. I also assisted the judgement group with information.
My working experience has affected me as researcher in several ways. It has given
me practically based insights of how to build an organization from start, how
entrepreneurs think and act when they are creating their organisations, and also how
support organisations such as incubators and science parks works, which can be useful
when you interact with both entrepreneurs and representatives from other support
organisations. I will here underline that my insights concern how I/we acted in our
organisation, how our organisation interacted with other organisations, and how the
entrepreneurs that shared their stories were thinking, acting and interacting with us and
vice versa. I will definitely not claim that I have found the key to the inner essence of
entrepreneurship, but I believe that my experience has expanded my perspectives and
understanding of the issue a little bit. These experiences allow me as researcher to act
in a more abductive way towards my research objects as suggested above.
One important experience, that has benefited me as a researcher, is that I have been
in the clothes of the research object myself. I have thereby recognized that the kind of
“truth” the researcher is served when interviewing representatives of different kinds of
organizations, not always is the “truth, and nothing but the truth” but rather a narrative
story that can be described as one kind of the truth but under more or less thick layers
31 The remaining legs are (1) managing director combined with recruitment of firms and (2) leader of
the incubator.
32 Swedepark was a network organization for Swedish science parks. This organisation now includes
incubators and is to be found under the denomination SISP, Swedish Incubators and Science Parks.
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of makeup. This does not imply that employees of science parks or other organisations
are bad guys that lie on purpose to researchers. Instead I think that it is about
marketing, and how the organisation has decided or learned to expose itself. After a
range of repetitions, the personnel have adopted their story. This source of error can
also be feared to appear when documents, such as applications for funding, are used as
sources. From what I have seen33, there is always a risk that the given picture is a
“marketing” picture, which serves to give the purchasing actor the picture the
providing actor expect the purchasing actor to want to have.
If the researcher in such cases has got experience of the branches or the type of
organization, and if the research object also knows about this, the chances of a
dialogue on a collegial level are enhanced (Wigblad, 2003) and thereby also the
possibilities to go behind this makeup. I have experienced this phenomenon my self,
most lately when I conducted interviews for this thesis. This kind of experience can
help the researcher to recognize situations that can be correlated to special kinds of
problems, choices or activities. According to the interpretation of the thoughts of
Pierce made by Paavola and Hakkarainen (2005) this can be described as a sort of
guessing instinct or intuition based on experience. This guessing instinct or intuition is
put forward as useful, especially in situations where the research is explorative. Paavola
and Hakkarainen also put forward that before one really getting a new idea, a lot of its
ingredients are there, which to them implies abduction.
The negative side of owning practically based knowledge is that it can entail
difficulties to distance from the research object. There is also a risk that the researcher
gets biased and neglects new angels and brainwaves, by relying on the confidence in
the own for real or believed knowledge. The researcher’s interaction with the research
object is also of importance. Is there a risk that a researcher owning large practically
based knowledge is to fast in the interpretation of the results and thereby also
assimilates his or hers own knowledge in the information that is collected from the
research object? Is there a risk that the researcher like Johannisson (2005) in his
“Amorphous project” is staging the results, but without being aware thereof, in
difference to the carefully prepared Johannisson, who used this staging approach as a
method of research? Although these risks can be seen as problematic they ought to be,
at least partly, reduced by combining practical knowledge with a good theoretical base
and an open curious sense. Utilising a sound criticism of the information sources is
also important.
The above discussion couples to the question of handling “objectivity” against the
research object. Dealing with this question implies that the means of objectivity must
33 The latest time this phenomenon occurred was when we read all applications for the Vinkubator
program (paper three).
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be handled. Can a researcher be truly objective? Both Holme and Solvang (1991) and
Arbnor and Bjerke (1994) notice in agreement with Gunnar Myrdal that social science
never can be either objective or neutral. This is explained by the fact that social
scientists are exposed to a number of situations were they are forced to make choices
of how to continue, and these choices are subjective. A similar view is expressed by
Ljung (1993), who states that objectivity “in means of being devoid of value
judgements and prosecute unbiased research” is not “possible or not even desirable
within social science” (p 26)34. However, it is important that researchers are openminded and base their statements on facts (Holme and Solvang, 1991; Ljung, 1993). As
well Holme and Solvang (1991) as Arbnor and Bjerke (1994) refers to a number of
bullet points formulated by Gunnar Myrdal, where he puts forward the importance of
researchers being explicit with their own values in cases where these values can be
feared to affect research and that these values discussing their values in their reports.
Finally, the ownership of a backpack of experience ought to be seen as an advantage
rather than a drawback as long as it is not hidden or not reflected upon.

3.2. THE PROCESS AND METHOD OF THIS THESIS
The main method, concerning the financial support (paper one and two), has been
quantitative, complemented with qualitative elements in the form of interviews.
Descriptions of the statistical analyses conducted are given in section 3.2.3, and the
details are given in each of the papers.
For paper three, another methodological approach, literature studies35, has been
used since this paper instead aims at conceptual development rather than empirical
analysis. These are highly different ways of obtaining knowledge about the issues of
research.
In the following section the choices and considerations that were made during the
work with the papers of this thesis will be described and discussed, starting with the
first two papers and continuing with the third. The following figure, along with the
below brief description illustrates the process in main from the start to this thesis. The
details follow under the sections where the method for each paper is presented.

34
35

The citation is translated from Swedish
Although coupled to empirical material in type of applications for funding.
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Figure 4, The process
The process was initiated in the spring of 2003. The first part was dedicated at PhDcourses and preparations for the start of the research of SIC. In the autumn of 2003
the data of the conditional loans were collected. Abstracts were prepared and sent in
for two conferences, the High Technology Small Firms Conference (HTSF) 2004 and
Babson-Kauffman Entrepreneurship Research Conference (BKERC) 2004. Both were
accepted for presentation as full papers. During the first half of 2004 the conference
papers were prepared, sent in and presented. A statistical report concerning gender
aspects of the conditional loans were also prepared. The conference papers were then
re-written into paper one of this thesis, which was sent in to a scientific journal in
January 2005. During the autumn of 2004 the data for the conditional loans were
prepared, along with an abstract for BKERC 2005, which were accepted. Abstracts for
the conference paper that resulted in paper three were sent in and accepted as poster
for BKERC 2005 and as full paper for HTSF conference 2005. The conference papers
were written during the spring. During the autumn of 2005, paper three was written
and sent to a scientific journal. Also this thesis has been written during this period.
Finally a statistical report concerning the innovation subsidies has been produced. The
remaining PhD-courses have been passed in parallel to the work described. The boxes
marked grey are included in this thesis.
3.2.1. PAPER ONE
Paper one is written by Charlotte Norrman and Magnus Klofsten. It originates from
two earlier conference papers, which have been re-written into one article that now is
in review for an entrepreneurship journal. The originally papers were prepared for and
presented at BKERC in Glasgow, Scotland 2004 and HTSF conference in Enschede,
The Netherlands 2004.
The start of the research for the paper one - and for this thesis - was a commission
from NUTEK to analyse public innovation support from SIC from a gender
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perspective. The original idea was to go through applications from female applicants
within the archive of SIC. This task was taken on and SIC were contacted and asked
for permission for access to their files. The question of access was shown to inherit
some difficulties and was not the easy task pictured by a hopeful enthusiast at a new
office at the university. The fact that the material was quite large was known since
initial information about it had been gathered, but there were still a couple of surprises
to come. The first one was that the central organisation of SIC was able only to share
the files of those that had applied for conditional loans, since the innovation subsidies
showed to have been administrated regionally. The second surprise was the largeness
of the material. Initially the number of applications was estimated to 7-8000 in the files
of SIC centrally and approximately 30000 additional applications for innovation
subsidies that were spread over 21 independent regions. Since both the time and the
budget were limited, it was decided to focus on the applications for conditional loans,
which were in the files of SIC centrally. Next challenge was to get access to these files.
The applications included both financial transactions and immaterial property
descriptions, and therefore this question required several rounds with the directions of
both SIC and ALMI and their lawyers. Signing an agreement of secrecy solved the
problem.
After the first interaction with SIC it was obvious that going through an archive
containing more than 7000 applications was a very large job, but taking on only a
selection was not satisfying either. It appeared that there was a computer-based diary
system that could be used to find individual applications. After some additional
questions it was made clear that the variables stored within this diary were the basic
facts that were needed to conduct the survey.
Since the diary was shown to be stored in a relational database, we realized that it
would be convertible it into SPSS, where the needed statistical analysis could me made.
The data was transferred to us in the late end of September 2003. It was then refined
and recoded and resulted finally in a database containing of 5839 cases of applications
for conditional loans. Being able to use SPSS opened the opportunity to take on an
explorative36 method approach. Since this study aims at building a descriptive
foundation for future research that allows continuation with explanatory questions,

36 The means of the term explorative to me can be illustrated by using the old garret that belongs to my
grand mother. She lives at the countryside and has got this amazing garret where she during her long
life has stored old stuff from the floor and up to the ceiling in a wonderful overwhelming disorder. In
this garret it is possible to find enough with artefacts to fill an entire museum of how farmers refined
linen and wool into clothing during the latest 200 years. My work with these databases can be
described as systematically turn inside out of this old garret and make an alphabetic list of its contents.
This content list is then to be used when it is time to find out what all the different thingamajigs has
been used for, of whom and during what time-period.
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such as why and because of what, this method approach
was very suitable. The method is also recommended by
Yin (1994) in purpose to dig out as much facts as
possible.
During the study of the conditional loans some
interviews with the staff at SIC and with the “judgement
group of Swedepark”37 were made. These interviews were
made because of two main reasons. The first one was to
verify that the results corresponded with the perception
of SIC. The second was to be able to explain the results
of the analysis. During this process the outline of the SIC
system was mapped, which created extreme curiosity over
the innovation subsidies that were placed before the
conditional loan in the support chain of SIC. 38
Besides the paper, the following activities were
conducted: Abstracts were during the autumn prepared
and sent in for two conferences, 2004 BKERC and 2004
HTSF conference. Both abstracts were accepted and full
papers were sent in and presented. Also a statistical
report was written containing data on the conditional
loans from a gender perspective.

Figure 5, Distribution of
innovation subsidies

3.2.2. PAPER TWO
Paper two is written by Charlotte Norrman, Magnus Klofsten and Anna Bergek. It
was presented at BKERC in Boston, USA, June 2005.
The curiosity over the innovation subsidies that was awaken during the work with
the conditional loan lead us to take the next step of this research, to survey the
innovation subsidies. The task to extend the SIC-project and to gather finance was
undertaken during the spring of 2004 and the problem was solved after the following
summer.
The work to convince all 21 regional innovation centres of SIC that they should
provide access to their databases was initiated during the autumn of 2004. This task
was not easy due to several reasons. The first one was technical, the regions were
37 The judgement group of Swedepark was an effort made by SIC to reach academic start-ups within
the technology parks of Sweden and their incubators.
38 The analysis of the conditional loans resulted in two conference papers presented 2004 at the
BKERC-conference in Glasgow, Scotland and at the HTSF-conference in Twente, the Netherlands.
These papers have been re-written into paper one in this thesis. I also produced a descriptive analysis
for NUTEK with a gender perspective.
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independent and there were no uniform and compatible diary system used by all
administrators present. Fortunately, most of the regions, but far from all, used diary
systems, which was relatively uniform and closely related to the system used by SIC.
The second reason was of more emotional character, not all regions were positive to
share their data and have it merged with the information from other regions. They
were also sceptic due to security reasons. After intensive contacts and backup from
SIC centrally data from 12 of the regions that had SPSS-compatible data were collected
(see figure 5). In the beginning of 2005, the work finally resulted in a second database
containing of 17722 cases of applications for innovation subsidies. The included
counties are marked dark grey. Besides paper two, a statistical report on the innovation
subsidies is under preparation.
3.2.3. COMMENTS ABOUT THE SIC-DATA
The two SIC databases have got a large set of descriptive variables such as industry,
legal form of firm, gender of applicant, address, and supported sums. This has been
very useful, but also constraining, since the databases are created from given variables.
On the positive account can be put that using a diary system gives access to lots of
variables and that the data material is very large in terms of both number of cases and
longitudinal extension. On the negative account can be put that there were no
possibility to choose variables after own preferences. Furthermore the quality of the
data within the system has been impossible to influence, which more than once
occurred frustration, mistrust and extra working hours. Technically regarded, it must
be mentioned that transforming a data structure with variables created for one certain
purpose (in this case diary systems) into a structure for a highly different purpose
(statistical research databases) is a ‘little bit tricky’. For example the supported amounts
within the subsidy database were parted, since the SIC funding was boosted by other
sources. To further complicate the situation the additional sources differed over time
and between the counties. Hence, we had to sort out the SIC funding in one column
and merge all other funding in another. Doing this operation for 12 databases with in
total 17722 cases required skilled SQL-programming exercises. Also the task of
merging a number of different databases into one is problematic, even if the structure
of the merged databases was close to similar.
The population studied for the conditional loans (paper one) was limited and
known. It includes all applications for conditional loans received by SIC centrally.
Hence it was advantageous to strive to grasp over- and map as much of this population
as possible. Since the data fortunately turned out to be compatible to the structure of
SPSS, the most efficient and workable way therefore was to conduct descriptive
statistical analysis, in combination with an explorative attitude. For paper two the same
strategy was used and the reasons for this where; firstly, to be able to compare the
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variables between the databases, and secondly, because of the same reasons as shown
for the conditional loans.
The data was, for both paper one and paper two, analysed, in first hand from
defined issues (see the papers). Each of the analysed variables has been run against
other variables in order to detect similarities or differences that can be regarded as
interesting. There have also, from a more unbiased view, been exploitations of
different variables and combinations thereof in order to find other correlations that
not were pre-hypothesised, but still could be suspected as important. The reason for
this “experimentation” was to avoid that “non obvious” combinations to bee foreseen,
since it is not unusual that something that in a first analysis seems to be truly correlated
to a certain variable, instead turns out to be explained by a foreseen third variable.
The statistical analysis run for the first two papers has technically been delimitated
to frequencies, cross-tabs and means. To detect significances chi-square tests, ANOVA
and ANOVA with Bonferroni tests have been used. In paper two also cluster analysis,
K-means, have been used. The different tools for analyse and how they have been used
in each case is in detail described in the papers respectively. The analyses might be
regarded as simple, and the reason why more advanced analyse instruments, such as
regressions, not have been used is the descriptive structure of the data, which does not
permit these kinds of analysis, since there are no scales or attitudes within the material.
Statistical analysis has got both advantages and drawbacks. Among the advantages
can be mentioned that using statistical analyse enhance the detection of important
background variables and how they are distributed over the material and correlated to
each other. Knowledge of background variables is essential if the researcher wants to
continue with a qualitative approach (Gustavsson, 2004). With an alternative strategy
the knowledge about individual applications ought to be enhanced39, which would have
been useful if the mission had been to study how different administrating officials had
made their judgements over what applications to turn off and what to support. But to
show patterns and significances consideration of a large part of the material still would
have been needed. With the model used it is possible to see tendencies, which can be
used as background for generating interview questions. Furthermore the option to go
through all applications is still available.
When analysing given data the way that it has been done in this study, one can
hardly expect to find comprehensive explanations or answers of why a correlation or
significance appears to be in one or another direction, but it is possible to find
important and interesting correlations, from which it is possible to generate better
hypothesis and issues of research to continue with in deeper qualitative investigations.
39 Since the applications within the paper-archive contain more detailed information (such as education
of the applicant, descriptions of the idea etc) than the computer-based diary.
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3.2.4. PAPER THREE
Paper three is written, by Anna Bergek and Charlotte Norrman. It has been
presented at the annual HTSF conference in Manchester in May 2005 and as a poster
for BKERC in Boston, June 2005. Both during the presentation in Manchester and at
the BKERC poster session positive interest were received. The present version has
been re-written and sent to a scientific journal.
The idea behind the paper is generated through the years at the Västerås
Technology Park. It is founded on observations that different incubators, with almost
the same financial resources, showed largely differentiated results. This was discussed
and there were an interest raised to see if it was possible to find out why. The work
was initiated in the summer of 2004, and the original aim of the study was to try to find
a best practise incubator model, in terms of performance in relation to the assets
invested, and to use this model for undertaking best performance evaluation on a
number of Swedish incubators. To deal with this work all literature concerning the
issue that was found in electronic sources was collected and briefly read. The
applications for the governmentally funded Vinnkubator program of Vinnova, which
aims at supporting incubators in Sweden, were also collected and read.
The literature was, as mentioned, examined in first hand to find a model that could
be used to take on this evaluation, but after the review it was recognized that there
were no such model present. Furthermore, there were complains over the lack of
theoretical base for this issue in several articles (Allen and McCluskey, 1990; Mian,
1997; Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius, 2003; Lindelöf and Löfsten, 2004). We
therefore had to move backwards, and ended up in trying to develop a usable
framework for this task. In difference to the first two papers, the third therefore is
theoretically based with focus on conceptual development, rather than examination of
individual incubators.
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4. SUMMARIES OF THE PAPERS, CONCLUSIONS AND PRACTICAL
RELEVANCE
4.1. PAPER ONE, SEED FUNDING FOR INNOVATIVE VENTURES: A SURVEY
OF PUBLIC FINANCE
The aim of the paper is to describe and analyse the mechanisms by which innovative
new ventures receive publicly funded financial support. It suggests that ‘soft’ and
informal small-scale financing provided to new ventures and idea owners are important
in encouraging entrepreneurs in the start-up process, especially in gaining additional
financing for the business. As governments provide public sector funding to assist
entrepreneurial activity, it is important to understand and analyse the key factors that
have influenced the rationale in supporting new businesses.
The study is descriptive and based on quantitative methods, e.g. statistical analysis,
using SPSS. It investigates a unique dataset, provided by the public support scheme
SIC, which is covering almost ten years (1994 to 2003) and contains of 5839
applications for public soft loans. The study has been broad in order to map as much
as possible in purpose to create a platform of background variables for upcoming
research.
The following conclusions have been made:
• The ‘legal form of the firm’ was the most important factor to gain support.
• The variable ‘type of industry’ was important.
• Both expressed and tacit selection criteria have affected the process that
determines which ideas gain support.
• Some differences due to gender were found. Females applied as sole proprietors
in larger extent than males; however, females that applied as limited companies
were the most successful in gaining support.

4.2. PAPER TWO, PUBLIC INNOVATION SUPPORT AND INNOVATIVE IDEAS
The aim of the paper is to develop new insights about how public financing works
in a market that creates and develops innovative ideas. Of particular interest is how the
type of industry has affected to what extent the ideas has gained public support and
how these results correspond with theories of innovation and growth.
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Societal efforts to develop and achieve sustainable economic growth by focusing on
the emergence of new venture ideas that can be transformed into flourishing business
have often been by provision of different kinds of seed funding. However, the number
of actors and efforts present, both private and public, providing funding directed
towards new ideas are few. In this paper our interest has been to investigate the past to
learn for the future about the role of publicly provided funding towards early stages.
This study investigates publicly funded financial support in case of innovation
subsidies provided by SIC. The data emanates from the unique diaries of 12 out of 21
regional innovation centres and is, for the first time, merged into one database, which
consists of 17722 cases of which most are registered during 1999 – 2004. Statistical
analyses using SPSS have been made. The number of variables is rich and matches well
with the earlier study on conditional loans from the same provider.
The following conclusions have been made:
• There was not one simple and obvious explanation for the differences in the
amounts received by different ideas. One possible reason may be that it was
impossible to separate effects of different variables from each other.
• Knowledge intensity gives some explanations, but not all.
• The variable legal form was strongly related to amounts received, but the
number of limited companies was not that high and there were limited
companies within all clusters. This implies that, the legal form in it self is not
the only determinant of success. Instead, strong legal forms seem to strengthen
strong types of industries. Stronger legal forms also seem to be related to
knowledge intensive ideas.
• There is something more to industry than knowledge intensity and legal form.

4.3. PAPER THREE - SORTING OUT THE APPLES, PEARS AND FRUIT
SALADS IN TECHNOLOGY INCUBATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
The aim of this paper is to sort out a number of problems inherent in the evaluation
and comparison of incubator performance and to develop a framework that can serve
as a basis for identifying best practice incubator models. The reason to this aim is that
incubators have become a ubiquitous phenomenon in many parts of the world since
they are regarded as solutions to increase the birth rates of technology-based
enterprises. Considering the great credence for – and the large amounts of money
invested in the incubators, the question of evaluating as well return on investments as
comparison of different models is important.
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The contribution of the paper consists of sorting out some of the key concepts and
identifying some of the problems leading to “apple-and-pear” comparisons. Also the
proposed framework in it self is to be seen as a contribution. If the framework proves
to be generally useful, it will be applied in best practice studies as a diagnostic
instrument to evaluate alignment within incubators.
The following conclusions have been made:
• It is showed that most researchers seem to have used an implicit “model” for
incubator performance evaluation. This model has two main deficiencies: (1)
Failure to take incubator goals into consideration, which implies measurement
of outcome rather than performance. (2) Failure to take the issues of how the
incubator support is currently provided, i.e. which incubator models that are
used into consideration, which implies mixture of apples and pears.
• In order to avoid the above problems, recognition of incubator diversity is
recommended. If best practices are to be identified, it is suggested that: (1)
classes of incubators are to “fall out” of the data, (2) evaluation of each class is
conducted using different performance criteria, and (3) categorisation is made
with respect to incubator models. Furthermore, three key incubator modeldistinguishing components are suggested – selection strategies, business support
strategies and mediation.
With respect to selection, a four-field categorization matrix consisting of the
strategies: picking-the-winning-idea, picking-the-winning-entrepreneur, survival-of-thefittest-idea and survival-of-the-fittest-entrepreneur are put forward. Business support
strategies are suggested to be positioned on a scale from a “laissez-faire” strategy to a
“baby-sitting” strategy. Finally, it is distinguished between mediation focused on
regional innovation systems, technological innovation systems and clusters
respectively.

4.4. CONCLUSIONS ON THE RESEARCH QUESTIONS
As previously stated, the reason for public support of TBVs is that such firms are
regarded as important for societal development and economic growth. This might
explain why they render such large interest, both from researchers and policy makers.
The support of TBVs is connected to common characteristics and specific needs of
such firms.
This thesis shows that public support towards TBVs in Sweden is a wide concept,
and can be undertaken in several ways. In order to bring clearness among the concepts
the terminology of “configuration”- and “process-type” of support, launched by Autio
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and Klofsten (1998) has been used. This study deals with examples of public support
of both these types, where the innovation system approach is used as a contextual
framework that regards the public support as a tool to help linking TBVs to their
relevant innovation system(s).
The emerging TBVs are in the need of both the “configuration”- and the “processtype” of support to be able to link with the surrounding innovation system, and
develop into the flourishing companies that are desired in the introduction section.
In order to be able to deliver answers to the aim stated above, the following
research questions have been formulated.
RQ 1: What ventures get public financial support?
RQ 2: What problems are inherent in evaluation and comparison of incubator
performance and how can best practice be identified?
The first question corresponds to the “configuration-type” of support, which is
studied in the form of the financial support given by SIC. These studies are based on
descriptive and explorative statistical analysis. It is made on two unique sets of data, in
order to map important background variables that can be used for further
investigation. Two kinds of financial provision has been studied, namely innovation
subsidies and conditional loans. The subsidies were directed to ventures in their
absolute earliest phase and the loans, commonly towards those that were a little bit
more developed, but still far from mature.
The second question concerns the “process-type” of support. This is studied in the
form of the incubator support given to TBVs in terms of advice and environments.
Instead of using statistical data the study is theoretical and based on a literature review.
4.4.1. RQ1: WHAT VENTURES GET PUBLIC FINANCIAL SUPPORT?
The results of the two studies made on the innovation finance correspond well with
each other. They concern the same provider, although they are based upon two
different databases. From a supply side perspective, they point out what ideas have got
public innovation support from SIC. It emerges that specific variables such as ‘legal
form’ and ‘industry’ are strongly correlated to the decisions of support or rejection of
an application. The legal form comes out as an important variable and it is showed that
limited companies attract both more grants, and higher sums of money in each grant
than sole proprietors. Additionally, some differences concerning legal form were found
due to gender concerning the conditional loans.
The correlation between the type of industry and support that is shown for the
conditional loans holds also for the innovation subsidies, where it is shown that
knowledge intensive industries attracted higher amounts than the industries that were
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categorized as less knowledge intensive. Furthermore, it is shown, for the conditional
loans that both expressed and tacit selection criteria may have affected the process that
determines what ideas gain support. Whether this holds also for the innovation
subsidies has not yet been tested. However, it can be concluded that there is something
more than type of industry and legal form that has affected the decisions.
In this thesis, the issue of credibility has come out several times. Birely and Norburn
(1985) put forward credibility as fundamental to access the resources crucial for the
new firm. Also Klofsten et al (1999) argued in the same way and maintains that “young
firms often fail because they simply have not achieved credibility” (p. 90). They
showed that the granting of small-scale financial support increased the credibility of the
recipient towards other sources of finance. Also Zimmerman and Zeitz (2002)
highlight the importance of earning credibility, or legitimacy, as they put it, at an early
stage. Legitimacy provides to them “a means to overcome the “liability of newness””
(p. 414) that is referred to as highly contributing to new venture failure. The risk of
being stuck in what Birely and Norburn (1985) refer to as “the credibility Merry-GoRound” (p. 84) is impending if the circle cannot be broken, at least at one point. For
the young firm, personal credibility is viewed as the only way to break the circle.
Personal credibility may be enhanced by experience and experience can be gained
through practice or education.
This can be illustrated by putting the results of the studies of the innovation finance
into the research model presented in section 1.6. From the frame of reference we
know that finance, even in case of the modest or small sums provided by SIC, is
regarded as a vital resource for the supported TBVs in several ways (Klofsten et al.,
1999). We also know that to gain this kind of vital resources, interaction with the
surrounding environment, the IS, is required. Finally, credibility is put forward as
playing a key-role to gain the resources that are regarded as vital for TBVs (Birley et al.,
1985; Storey and Tether, 1998a; Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2000;
Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002).
The following results can be coupled to the matter of credibility for TBVs:
• ‘Legal form’ of the firm is shown to enhance credibility (Storey, 1994). The
variable legal form comes in the statistical analysis out as important for gaining
support in general. It is also strongly correlated to the amounts gained. Hence,
“a legal form with limited liability seems to give the owner trustworthiness
against other actors” (paper one, p 60.)
• Different ‘types of industries’ seem to “have more or less legitimacy that can be
conferred upon the firms operating within them” (Van de Ven, 1993, p 420).
Both papers give evidence that certain industries are supported to larger extent
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than others. The results of these studies support the idea that industrial type, in
case of certain industries, enhances credibility.
• ‘Knowledge intensity’, which may be interpreted as experience and education of
the entrepreneur and/or valuations of innovativeness and future orientation of
the industry in which the firm operates, is viewed as important sources of
credibility (Van de Ven, 1993). Paper two gives evidence that education
intensity correlates to high support rates.
The results listed above are to be seen as indicators on credibility, rather than
evidence. The results point out that they are strengthening each other, which imply
that e.g. knowledge intensive industries with limited companies are more successful
than private persons from less knowledge intensive industries. To be able to
understand and explain these results further research with qualitative approach is
needed.
This discussion may also shed some light over the issues termed as financial gaps.
Private venture capitalists are striving to make profitable investments, and therefore
tend to favour companies that have products or services that are close to market
launch (Bygrave and Timmons, 1992). This implies that the early stages are left
unfounded (Oakey, 2003). Oakey (2003) suggests that “if the private sector is unable or
unwilling to seek to close the venture capital funding gap” (p. 169) it must instead be a
task for the public sector. Efforts in this direction are still conducted in Sweden, and as
examples the Innovation Link, Sweden Industrial Development Fund and ALMI can
be mentioned. However, at least the first two actors are to be seen more as
complement to private venture capital investments than as efforts towards the ventures
within the earliest phases of development.
Mason and Harrison (2001) argue that the funding problem is not only related to
the supply side. Therefore they emphasises the importance for TBVs to attain
“investment readiness”. According to them, this concept includes attitudes to equitybased finance, the presentation of the offer and the match between the entrepreneur’s
offer and the requirements of the investor. “Investment readiness” may also be
interpreted as experience and strategies, gained by practice.
SIC operated towards the earliest stages and were driven by the goal of creating a
better innovation climate. The process started with innovation subsidies, in the form of
small sums given to people with innovative ideas for pre-studies and idea-evaluation.
These subsidies were often the first contact between the entrepreneur and SIC. If the
idea turned out to be worth putting efforts on, the entrepreneur was able to continue
the development and get finance in the form of a conditional loan. From the databases
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we can see40 that SIC has used a system of repeated applications. The average number
of applications for innovation subsidies has been 1.4 applications per individual
project. Hence, the entrepreneur had to prepare repeated applications where the idea
was presented over and over again, especially in cases that were started with innovation
subsidies and were continued with loans. This entails both practice and awareness of
external funding at an early stage, which both are seen as useful in other studies
(Maigart and Struyf, 1997; Mason and Harrison, 2001). The SIC funding was not
equity-based venture capital, but it was external finance, which had to be applied for.
Hence this type of innovation funding can be regarded as part of the training to attain
“investment readiness”.
From section 2.2 the importance of competent capital, in means of capital coupled
to advice, is emphasised. One way of providing such competent capital may be
cooperation between different support providers. During the SIC program there was
one such cooperation between SIC and the Swedish science park organisation,
Swedepark, which worked under the denomination “the judgement group of
Swedepark”. This judgement group worked together with the parks and had
administrating officials on its own. The applications were administrated co-operation
with the staff off the park of the applicant.41
Finally the issue of gender will be touched upon; since some gender differences
coupled to legal form emerged for the conditional loans42. The results show that
almost two thirds of the females43 that applied for conditional loans represented sole
proprietors. Only one fourth applied as limited companies. For the males the division
between sole proprietorship and limited companies were almost equal, approximately
40% for each type of legal form. There were no significant difference shown in
support rates between males and females. However, when we controlled for legal form
it emerged that females with limited companies were the most successful.
Deeper analysis of this issue were made within a statistical report (Norrman, 2004)
of conditional loans from a gender perspective, and no major differences could be
found according to the gender variable solely, besides the difference in use of firm type
mentioned above. The gender differences are explained as being mostly of structural
character (Norrman et al., 2004b).

See paper two.
Interview with Torbjörn Hansson, The judgement group of Swedepark.
42 Differences due to gender have not yet been studied for the innovation subsidies.
43 11% of all applications come from females.
40
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4.4.2. RQ 2: WHAT PROBLEMS ARE INHERENT IN EVALUATION AND COMPARISON
OF INCUBATOR PERFORMANCE AND HOW CAN BEST PRACTICE BE
IDENTIFIED?
The study on the “process-type” of support differs from the studies of innovation
finance, in the use of methodological approach, since it aims at conceptual
development. The study identifies some main problems inherent in evaluations and
comparisons of incubators. The most important problem is that incubators are
regarded as generic, especially when it comes to analysis. Furthermore, it is shown that
most of the studies undertaken in purpose to evaluate incubator performance follows
an implicit model that instead evaluates what can be described as outcome, rather than
performance, since incubator goals is not taken into consideration. The study suggests
a framework that can be used as basis for identification of best practice incubator
models. This framework implies that if incubator performance is to be measured it
must be measured in relation to the goals of the incubator. Furthermore, the variations
between different incubators should be taken into consideration, which implies that
different incubators need to be evaluated or compared using different performance
criteria. Three main components has been identified, and taken together they
constitute the incubator model. These components are (1) selection strategies, (2)
business support strategies, and (3) mediation strategies.
For the studies of innovation finance, the issue of credibility came out as important.
Linking to the surrounding environment, the IS, is stated to give credibility to TBVs
(Van de Ven, 1993). If the findings of the incubator study are regarded through the
research model in section 1.6, it implies that incubators are to be seen as a tool to link
TBVs to their relevant innovation systems. From the literature review we know that
TBV are affected by “liability of newness”, which includes lack of credibility. They are
also known to have limited internal resources and have therefore, compared to larger
firms, difficulties to influence or shape their external environment.
Hence, the incubator role of being mediator between the tenants and the
surrounding environment are worth highlighting. This mediation role may imply as
well network mediation, e.g. bridging between incubatees and their external
environment, as institutional mediation, e.g. participation in the creation and
interpretation of the external environment in the form of both actors and institutions.
The network mediation part is about coupling the incubatees to other actors that are
vital for the survival and growth of TBVs. In short, this means opening doors, and
thereby extending the networks of their tenants. Ventures that are networked with
established organizations are identified with them, and their credibility is thereby
enhanced (Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002). This implies that being coupled to an
incubator, especially if it has a good reputation, may enhance the credibility of the
tenant towards other actors, such as customers or financiers.
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The institutional mediation is coupled to the difficulties for TBVs to influence their
external environment. Since TBVs are associated with new products and sometimes
also with new markets, their technology might be too new to have been established in a
proper IS. Van de Ven (1993) emphasise that it is less often “understood that the
source of…” the “…uncertainty confronting individual entrepreneurs and investors
resides at the system or community level” (p 221). Furthermore, if an innovation is
radical, institutions such as laws, traditions and values might need to be influenced.
Since the internal resources of the newborn TBV often are limited, the incubator may
play an important role in the creation of a new or modified IS.
4.4.3. ABOUT SELECTION
Not all ventures that apply for support from SIC, incubators or other support actors
gain support. It is therefore logical to assume that the support actors make some kinds
of selections of whom to support and whom to reject. The study of conditional loans
gives evidence that the selection criteria can be explicit as well as tacit or hidden. From
the applications of Swedish incubators for the Vinnkubator funding it emerges that the
selection conducted by the incubators varies. In some cases it is very careful, well
structured, and follows diligent prepared routines in several steps, in order to sort out
the most promising tenants. In other cases the selection seems to be shallower and the
decision of selection is left to the market. This is in paper three, explained and
summarized as a four-field matrix44 of selection strategies of incubator tenants (see
figure 6).

Figure 6, Selection strategies
This matrix points out four possible selection strategies that can be used to separate
different incubator models from each other’s. The strategies are idea-focused-survival
of the fittest, entrepreneur-focused-survival of the fittest, idea-focused-picking the
winners and entrepreneur-focused-picking the winners.
44

For details, see also paper three.
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This matrix may also be used in the larger context of the aim of this study. In this
context the matrix can explain or rather point out the selection strategies of different
support actors or resource providers, which can be regarded as useful to describe the
differences between different types of support actors. The incubator study suggests
that the selection strategy is coupled to the goals of the selecting incubator. If this
suggestion is transferred to support actors in general, the selection strategy used for
each actor ought, as for the incubators, to be coupled to the goal(s) of the support
actor.45 Used as such on the private venture capitalists46, SIC and the incubators imply
the following outcome:
• For most private venture capitalists the areas marked II, idea- or entrepreneurfocused-picking the winners-strategy, ought to represent the main selection
strategies, since venture capitalists strive to make profitable investments
(Bygrave and Timmons, 1992).
• For the innovation finance of SIC the strategy marked I, idea-focus-survival of
the fittest, ought to represent the main selection strategy, since the scheme
aimed broadly in order to promote development of innovative ideas (SIC,
2002).
• For the incubators, all four strategies may be used, depending on the goal(s) of
the individual incubator studied.
4.4.4. THE AIM: TO FIND OUT THE SPECIFIC CHARACTERISES OF PUBLIC SUPPORT
FOR TBVS AND METHODS FOR EVALUATING PERFORMANCE
The characteristics of the public support given to TBVs in Sweden can from the
previous discussion be summarised as follows:
• The public support given is differentiated and can be divided into two main
types: “configuration-type” and “process-type”.
• Different types of support use different selection strategies, depending on the
main goals of the support provider.
• The public support is given to ventures that through selection process have
been judged as being credible in one or several ways.
• The system has not treated the females applying for conditional loans unfairly.
If the variable legal form is controlled for, they instead seem to have been very
successful.

45 It must be mentioned though, that the issue of goals is complex, which is discussed in a more
detailed way within paper three.
46 Private venture capitalists are mentioned as an example to contrast the public support of SIC.
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Besides these characteristics of the public support given to Swedish TBVs also the
following bullet points are worth to highlight; the public support system can:
• Transfer credibility to those who receive the support. This credibility can be
used in the interaction with other actors.
• Enhance “investment readiness” (e.g. business development in the form of
attitudes to external finance and ability to present the offer) among the
supported TBVs.
• Act as mediator between TBVs and other crucial actors.
Taken together, these three bullet points can be regarded as different ways to link
TBVs to the surrounding innovation system(s).

4.5. PRACTICAL RELEVANCE
The practical relevance of the study of innovation finance from SIC is that they give
important background information of what applicants that de facto have gained
support in terms of loans and in terms of subsidies. They also point out that certain
variables such as legal form and industry are correlated to support or rejection and to
applied and supported amounts. The study of conditional loans has also contributed by
providing interesting results concerning variables as gender, and that way contributed
in giving a good picture of what ideas that actually have been supported.
Furthermore a large job has been done by collecting and refining the empirical data,
which have resulted in two well functioning statistical databases containing a rich
number of variables and important facts about the SIC system, that can be used in upcoming studies.
The practical relevance of the incubator study is that it emphasizes the fact that
incubators are not generic and can consequently not be regarded as generic. This
implies that it cannot be regarded as fruitful to compare apples with pears; instead the
comparison must be made upon comparable entities. The paper also gives a theoretical
contribution, as how to differentiate between incubators and to categorize them, which
is useful when conducting incubator surveys. This is of importance for policy makers
that might be interested in comparing different incubators and the performance of
different incubators in order to put their efforts where it can be expected to give the
most efficient returns. The study is also of importance to incubator managers that can
use the framework as instrument for diagnostics of their own organisations, in order to
make improvements.
During this study the question of how to make proper evaluations has come up
several times. The proposed framework from the incubator study gives some insights,
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whereof the most important is that performance has to be evaluated in relation to
goals. Otherwise we talk about measuring outcome. This insight may be obvious or
basic, but still deserves to be underlined and followed. The proposed matrix of
selection can be used as an instrument to point out differences between support actors.
To summarize, there are many practical implications of this study. However, the
following points are the most important:
• TBVs must be regarded within their context, their surrounding entrepreneurial
environment, or their relevant innovation system.
• Small-scale finance is of high relevance. If the earliest stages of development are
forgotten, there are large risks that latter stages will not emerge.
• The SIC system created regional homogeneity. Innovation subsidies were
available for application in all of Sweden’s 21 counties. The conditional loans
were centrally treated, which at least ought to entail that all applicants were
treated in an equal way.
• Incubators are not generic; this must be regarded when best practise evaluation
and comparisons are made.
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5. FURTHER RESEARCH
This thesis has given a rich number of background variables and conditions
concerning samples of the publicly funded support that has been given to TBVs in
Sweden. It therefore creates an excellent ground for continuation.
In common for all of the studies are that they raise questions47 that require
explanations of why or because of what: The question of how we measure efficiency
within the SIC system and within other similar systems is of high importance. A recent
investigation concerning the seed-finance of NUTEK (Bager-Sjögren, 2004) gives
evidence that the program did not generate any positive effects. Furthermore, a study
of incubators and science parks, (Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Klofsten, 2002) points out
the mismatch between demand and supply of the support that have been given.
Therefore, also these questions need continuation.
This list of interesting items can be added with questions such as:
• Why are there differences between limited companies and sole proprietors with
regards to applied amounts or supported amounts?
• Do innovators or entrepreneurs that strive for growth start limited companies
to achieve their goals faster?
• What are the correlations between gaining support and the entrepreneur’s
motivation, and is this factor important?
• How is the selection made according to the administrative officials that have
handled the SIC applications?
• Did the SIC system really create enhanced “investment readiness”?
The reasons to the long list of questions for further research are the descriptive and
explorative design of the study, and the aim of digging out as much important
background variables as possible. A great deal of this work has been done in this thesis.
The intention for the upcoming research, concerning the innovation finance of SIC,
is to investigate these why-questions, by using different kinds of qualitative analysis. A
survey directed towards the demand side is planned along with interviews or case
studies of the supply side. Concerning SIC, there is also an intention to map the parts
of the SIC system that concerns advice and networking. The expected result of this
continuing study is to increase the understanding of the implications of financial
support towards TBVs in Sweden.
47

See also the further research suggestions that has been made within each of the papers
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For the incubator support the proposed framework will be empirically tested. For
this work we intend to use the applications for the Vinnkubator programme and
complementing the applications by conducting interviews with officials at the
incubators and with the incubatees within them. The expected results from the planned
continuation of the research of the incubators are to: (1) get the proposed model
valuated by empirical tests, and (2) use the model in order to evaluate good practise
incubators.
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6. PAPER ONE: SEED FUNDING FOR INNOVATIVE VENTURES: A
SURVEY OF PUBLIC FINANCE
ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to describe and analyse the mechanisms by which
innovative new ventures receive publicly funded financial support. It suggests that
‘soft’ and informal small-scale financing provided to new firms and idea owners are
important in encouraging entrepreneurs in the start-up process, especially in gaining
additional financing for the business. As governments provide increased public sector
funding to assist entrepreneurial activity, it is important to understand and analyse the
key factors that have influenced the rationale in supporting new businesses. The study
has used quantitative methods, e.g. statistical analysis, using SPSS. The results
presented are drawn from a Swedish database containing 5839 applications for public
soft loans during a period of almost ten years. The database is created from a dataset
provided by Sweden Innovation Centre (SIC) covering the years 1994 to 2003. The
analysis shows, first, that specific variables such as legal form and industry strongly
affect the decision by which governments provide funding to new businesses, and
second, that both expressed and tacit selection criteria have affected the process that
determines which ideas gain support.

INTRODUCTION

Many European countries are pursuing policies to increase the number of
individuals interested in starting out new ventures and the quality of these ventures
(Storey and Tether, 1998a; Bennett and Robson, 2003). In order to stimulate such
developments, most European countries use various forms of financial support tools
(Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar, 2000; North et al., 2001) including seed capital
(which is used in the earliest stages of venture development) and public sector sourced
financial support (which is usually supplied on a non-equity basis). This small-scale
provision (up to k€ 45) to new ventures can include direct financial support in the
form of soft loans and subsidies, as well as indirect support mechanisms such as
entrepreneurship training and incubator development (Klofsten et al., 1999; Oakey,
2003).
According to studies such as Klofsten et al (1999) and Lerner (2002), firms in
receipt of grant-funded financial support often increase their credibility in attracting
further complementary financing from other sources. In addition, small amounts of
money provided to new ventures in the first phase of development can be important in
motivating business growth, as this funding is often perceived by the entrepreneur as
proof that a third party has evaluated the idea and supported its development. Even
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relatively small sums, such as innovation subsidies of up to k€ 5, have been
demonstrated to be important to the continued expansion of entrepreneurial projects
(Klofsten et al., 1999).
Whilst some academics have warned that the public financing of new ventures has
had very limited success (Storey, 1994; Cressy and Olofsson, 1997; Bergström, 2000;),
others such as Lindholm-Dahlstrand and Cetindamar (2000), McGlue (2002) and
Oakey (2003) have claimed that public sector capital can be employed as ‘pump
priming’ funding to trigger further private sector investment. For example, two recent
studies (Karaomerlioglu and Jacobsson, 2000; Kutsuna, 2002) have examined the
relationship between public and private financing, and have found that public funding
is important in situations where there is high risk combined with a lack of tangible
assets.
With the exception of Klofsten et al. (1999), there has been relatively little research
specifically examining public sector early-stage financing of innovative businesses. For
example, contributions such as Lawton (2002), Lerner (2002), Lindholm-Dahlstrand
and Cetindamar (2000), North et al. (2001), Oakey (2003) and Storey and Tether
(1998b) have examined public early stage finance as only one of a variety of forms of
finance to new ventures.
An examination of public-sector support of new innovative ventures is important,
especially if, as Storey (1994) suggests, publicly funded financial systems for new
business have been shown to be largely ineffective. It is therefore imperative to
evaluate and learn lessons from the management of such schemes, especially in
planning future financial systems that can support the development of new firms.
Drawing on a unique ten-year dataset from Sweden Innovation Centre (SIC), a publicly
funded scheme used in Sweden, this quantitative study will examine the basis by which
firms and idea owners receive early stage public support and will provide an insight as
to how the public sector acts and select their projects for support. In particular, the
paper will focus on selection criteria that have been used and the important factors
influencing the funding decision.
The support system studied by this research is non-equity based and aimed at new
ventures and projects that are intellectually or technologically-advanced. The firms and
idea owners in receipt of the funding in this study can generally be described as new
technology-based firms. As previous studies have demonstrated (Westhead and Storey,
1997; Lindström and Olofsson, 2001), innovative firms are often associated with high
risks but, if successful, will achieve high growth rates. Furthermore, these firms are
often spin-offs that are based on ideas generated from either universities or researchintensive companies (Meyer, 2003) and, as such, their technological focus implies that
any products, processes or services will need a relative long period of development
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from idea to market. This, in turn, entails an increased likelihood of financial obstacles
at start-up, especially when new products and services for new markets are being
developed (Lindström and Olofsson, 2001). These obstacles are usually reinforced by
the fact that equity investors such as venture capitalists are reluctant to make
investments where there is ambiguity over an exit strategy and little prospect of getting
return on the capital invested (Bygrave and Timmons, 1992) and, instead, tend to
favour companies that have products or services that are close to market launch
(Oakey, 2003). Furthermore, venture capital investments in early phase ventures are
associated with various obstacles, especially with respect to investment costs (Mason
and Harrisson, 2004). For example, if the costs of the investment, due diligence and
other fixed costs are too high as compared to the size of the investment, then there is
an increased risk for potential investors (Harding, 2002). As a result of such concerns,
venture capitalists and informal investors - such as business angels - are often reluctant
to provide funding for many early stages innovative firms.
Therefore, when it comes to the acquisition of resources, the demand and supply of
financial resources are often in disequilibria. This finding is not new - the Macmillan
report (1931) reported this phenomenon as a ‘financial gap’ for business - and more
recent research has emphasised other types of ‘market failures’ such as information
asymmetries, knowledge gaps and under-investments in R&D (Storey, 1994; Storey and
Tether, 1998a; Martin and Scott, 2000; Harding, 2002; Lerner, 2002; Carpenter and
Petersen, 2002).
To date, the literature examining financial gaps (Harding, 2000; North et al., 2001;
McGlue, 2002; Mason and Harrison, 2003) has concentrated on the supply of venture
capital when the business is more established which is different to the small scale
financing addressed in this paper. Indeed, finance in the earliest stages of a venture’s
development is crucial for survival, and here there is a need for greater examination of
the important finance gaps that can exist in the earliest stages of the life of a business.
If the new innovative venture is unable to survive its first stages of development, the
issue of addressing future financial gaps when the business is established may not even
arise.
Another perspective to be examined in this paper is the supposition by many
investors that whilst there is capital available in funding the new venture, the lack of
suitable projects remains the key problem (Harding, 2000; Mason and Harrison, 2001;
McGlue, 2002). One possible explanation of this phenomenon is that independence is
a common reason behind starting out a venture (Lindholm-Dahlstrand, 2004), and
many entrepreneurs are consequently averse to external ownership and reject any
proposed equity-based venture capital investments (Harding, 2000, 2002 ; Berggren et
al., 2000; Mason and Harrison, 2001).
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Furthermore, venture capital is clearly not the solution for all new ventures as only a
very small minority of new knowledge-based firms seeks such funding (North et al.,
2001). For example, under-capitalization has been put forward as a winning
entrepreneurial strategy with the arguments that lack of capital prevents large
overheads and diversified ownership of the venture (Goldstein, 1984). In addition, too
much capital can also make the venture drop its focus on its customers and market and
instead focus only on the process of obtaining funds (Lerner, 2002). This phenomenon
was demonstrated during the recent collapse of the stock exchange, where a number of
dot.com companies - despite an enormous supply of venture capital - did not survive
and went out of business. Therefore, whilst survival that is based on the ventures
internally generated profits might not create the most rapid growth rates, it is still a
viable strategy for sustainable and controlled growth in the early stages of development
(Goldstein, 1984).
The ‘soft’ finance from SIC, studied in this paper, has been provided free of any
interference with the ownership of the business which means, in contrast to traditional
equity-based venture capital, it has not impeded the independence of the entrepreneur.
Mason and Harrison (2001; 2002) have discussed the importance of ensuring ventures
are ‘investment ready’, and the requirement that entrepreneurs, at the earliest stage of
development, increase their awareness of the various forms of external financing.
Indeed, every effort to obtain external resources challenges the management of the
venture to develop business plans in order to convince investors and ‘practice makes it
perfect’.
Hence, this kind of small-scale public-sector supplied financing for entrepreneurs
and innovators at the earliest phase of development of the venture can be essential, not
least as an instrument to ensure that new ventures address the potential for external
financing. As a recent study has shown, availability of finance is key to the
development of new innovative businesses (Kaulio, 2003). Another important aspect is
that the development of bids for public sector funding can help ventures, even in the
very earliest development stages, to prepare for the various evaluation criteria that may
be applied more stringently in any future private investment situation.

SWEDEN INNOVATION CENTRE (SIC)

Founded in 1994, the SIC “supports innovators in their absolute earliest phases of
development – with financial capital, advice and networks. One of the objectives of
SIC’s work is to create a better innovation climate in Sweden – a climate where
people’s attitudes to innovators is positive. And where it is easy for an innovator to
receive help to develop his or her concept to a commercialised product or service”
(SIC 2002, page 24).
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At its inception, the SIC established funds of M€ 56.7 received from the public
foundations of employees to help support new innovative projects. The project was to
last ten years and all funding was to be, and has been, allocated during this time.
During the last decade, there have been three types of financial support directed
towards idea owners from the SIC:
• Innovation subsidy, namely a financial grant of approximately k€ 4 with no
obligations of payback from the recipient business.
• Conditional loan, a ‘soft’ type of loan (maximum k€ 43) that had its security
only in the specific project receiving backing. If the project turned out well, the
venture got five years to pay the loan back, and if the project failed
commercially, the loan was written off.
• Scholarship was used for special issues.
The support from SIC was given both to firms and private individuals. The funding
was restricted and a project had to fulfil the following conditions: it had to be a new
project or innovation, the project or innovation had to be able to commercialise and
the project or innovation had to be technically or intellectually advanced. The
administration of the applications was conducted by SIC and by authorized external
actors such as regional innovation centres, NUTEK, the judgement group of
Swedepark and consultants with expert knowledge of different industries. (SIC; SIC
2002; SIC 2004 and interviews)

DATA AND METHOD

This paper presents the results of a quantitative study of the public financing of
innovation projects in Sweden. The analysis is drawn from an SPSS-database, created
from a dataset provided by SIC which contained 5839 applications (from October
1994 to September 2003). The material received from SIC has then been revised,
elaborated, classified and refined by the authors to make statistical analysis possible.
The tools for the analysis used have been limited to cross tabs and comparisons of
means. To detect significances in the data material and to see patterns between
variables, chi-square test has been used. ANOVA and ANOVA with Bonferroni tests
has been used for comparison of means to analyse the amounts of money applied for,
and received by, the innovative ventures. The database has a number of general
variables, including date of project, geographical location, year of birth, sex of
applicant, legal form of firm, type of industry, reason to rejection and administrative
official. It also has another thirteen variables for the application (e.g. using areas for the
money applied), including Technical pre-study, Commercial pre-study, Swedish patent,
Patent Corporation Treaty (PCT), Protection of design and trademark, Construction,
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Design, Prototype, CE-mark and tests, Test series of production, Negotiation costs,
Initial commercialisation activities and a last ‘Unspecified actions’ for catching up.
The database has got falling off, mostly of a partial character, which due to the size
of the material has been assessed to have low impact. A Systematic falling off exists
from the start in 1994 to May 1999 in cases where application is supported. The reason
to the falling off is the initial administrative routines. Applied amounts only have been
registered in cases not supported and only as total amounts, without specification on
using areas. From May 1999, new routines for registration were introduced. In order to
be able to compare applied cases with supported cases we have chosen to analyse a
selection. The selection, named ‘a-selection’, is the applications with available applied
amount, totally 3017 cases. Comments are made where the a-selection is used.
This paper will investigate Conditional loans only and has dispensed with the
Scholarships, though they are very heterogeneous as group and only temporarily used,
and the Innovation subsidies since the material is very large, approximately 30000
applications, and split upon 21 separate registers.

SAMPLE CHARACTERISTICS

During 1994 to 2003, SIC received a total of 5839 applications for conditional loans.
89% (5209) of the applications were sent in by males and 11% (630) by females. The
average number of applications per year was 677 (first and last year excluded). The
applications according to the variable legal form of the firm are as follows: sole
proprietorship1 2465 cases, limited company 2577 cases, trading and limited
partnership 469 cases, economic association 16 cases and missing information 311
cases.
During the last ten years, SIC has allocated its funding (dedicated to conditional
loans) over thirteen different using area classifications, namely: Prototype and
Construction (M€ 11 each), Initial commercialisation activities and Test series of
production (M€ 7 each); Unspecified actions (M€ 5), PCT (M€ 4), Swedish patent and
Negotiation costs (M€ 3 each), CE-mark, Design, Technical pre-study and Commercial
pre-study (M€ 2 each) and Protection of design and trademark (M€ 1).
Whilst the industry variable originally included 65 different industry segments, for
the purposes of this study it has been aggregated into new variables. Hence, the
industrial structure of the recipients are as follows: Forestry and agriculture (413),
Chemicals and metal (652), Computers and IT (612), Machinery (907), Equipment and
instruments (1936), Energy and environment (52%) and a mixed ‘Other’ category
(571).
The geographic location of the applicants is spread over the 21 counties of Sweden,
but the applicants are most heavily concentrated to the most densely populated
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counties such as Stockholm (38%), Gothenburg (14%) and Malmö (8%). Remaining
counties represents approximately 2% or less of the applications each ordered on a
falling scale, topped by a couple of counties close to Stockholm and Gothenburg and
ended with the Baltic sea island, Gotland, that represents 0,3% of the applications.

RESULTS
APPLICATIONS
The total average of supported cases is 57% of all applications. The highest support
rate was 63% in 1997 and 1998 and the lowest was 43% in 2002 (see figure 1). The low
rate for 2002 can be explained by the decline in the value of the stock exchange (as
large parts of the SIC’s foundation’s funds were related to stock investments).
Figure 1. Success-rate of applications (%, year).
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INDUSTRY
The analysis of the data indicates that the industrial sector in which the business
operates can directly affect the possibility of gaining support from the fund. As table 2
shows, there are significant differences in the success rates of applicants across
different industries in obtaining funding, as well as in the amounts of funding received.
In order to rank the industries, means have been compared by running ANOVA with
Bonferroni test to detect if the differences in the funding applied for, and subsequently
supported, are significant across the groups. When comparing the means of applied
and supported amounts by industry types, computers and IT applicants have higher
success rates and obtain higher amounts of funding than the other industries
(p=0.000). The ranking of the remaining industries is not obvious. Equipment and
instruments and Energy and environment have applied for larger amounts than
Chemicals and metal and vice versa, but there are no differences in case of supported
amounts. The categories Machinery and Other are not significant smaller or larger than
the rest.
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LEGAL FORM
With regard to applications, there are significant differences in the success rates of
business by legal form (table 1). In all cases, the success rate for applicants with limited
companies was higher than for applicants classed as sole proprietors. For nine out of
thirteen areas, all figures are highly significant. The general pattern shows that limited
companies applied for (and gained) higher amounts than sole proprietors. Note that
the percentage figures for support presented in table 1 are lower than the general
percentage figures for support. This due to the detail of the statistics i.e. it is possible
for an applicant to be rejected for support in one area but to obtain funding in others.
Therefore, partially rejected applications are not considered for the average support
rates and if there is one supported application by a firm, the application in total is
judged to be supported.
When analysis was run on the variables legal form and industry, larger differences
appeared (see table 2). Applicants with limited companies have shown higher success
rates than applicants with sole proprietorship (p=0.000) and for all industries (with the
exception of Forestry and agriculture and Machinery), the success rates for limited
companies are higher. ANOVA with Bonferroni test was run in order to detect if the
differences between limited companies and sole proprietors by industry was significant.
Significant differences for the amounts applied for, due to legal form, were found for
the industries Forestry and agriculture, Chemicals and metal, Machinery, Equipment
and instruments and for the last category - Other. For supported applications, there are
significant differences for the industries Forestry and agriculture, Machinery,
Equipment and instruments and Other. In all cases, applicants with limited companies
status have both applied for, and received higher levels of support, than sole
proprietors.
There are also differences due to gender on the variable legal form of firm. More
females have applied as sole proprietors for funding rather than as representatives of
limited companies. 39% (2059) of the males have applied as sole proprietors compared
to 64% (406) of the females, whilst 46% (2420) males have applied as limited
companies, compared to 25% (157) of the females. However, women have a higher
success rate in gaining support, and 77% of the applications from females from limited
companies gained support as compared to 65% for the males. The difference due to
gender (according to the legal form of the firm) is significant by the chi-square test
(p=0.002) for limited companies. In absolute terms, the figures for sole proprietorship
and for limited partnerships are also higher for females, although the differences
between males and females are not significant.
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Table 1. Legal form and using area
Appl. Appl. Appl.
selection Ltd. S.p.
Technical
pre-study
Commercial
pre-study

Sign. Level
Sup.
applications Ltd.
chi2. p=0.005
anova. p=0.023 88
chi2. p=0.001
anova. p=0.000 109
chi2. p=0.007
anova. p=0.003 191
chi2. p=0.009
anova. p=0.001 192

Sup.
S.p.

% Sup.
Ltd.

% Sup.
S.p.

44

44%

31%

49

42%

24%

177

53%

42%

200

46%

37%

139

125

43%

35%

327
175

156
100

51%
45%

34%
42%

280

174

49%

35%

211

117

44%

32%

186

187

41%

38%

231

183

43%

35%

330

299

47%

40%

chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.002
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.004
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000

63

47

43%

30%

anova. p=0.004

344

203

141

460

255

205

778

362

416

960

421

539

674

321

353

Construction
Design

1099
725

644
385

455
340

Prototype

1068

576

492

CE-mark and tests

848

482

366

Test series of
production

936

450

486

Negotiation costs

1055

538

517

1431

704

727

chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.000
anova. p=0.000

302

146

156

-

Swedish patent
Patent Corporation
Treaty (PCT)
Protection of
design and
trademark

Initial comercialisation activities
Unspecified
actions

Sign. Level
support
chi2.p=0.026
chi2. p=0.001
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.002
anova. p=0.000
chi2. p=0.045
anova. p=0.002
chi2. p=0.036

Abbreviations: ‘Appl’ – application, ‘Ltd.’ –limited company, ‘S.p.’-sole proprietorship, ‘Sup’ – support
and ‘Sign’ – significant.
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Table 2, Type of industry and legal form
Applied
Number of cases 2663
Limited companies
Sole Proprietors
Cases: 56
Cases: 90
Mean: k€ 29* (L)**
Mean: k€ 19 (S)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)

Supported
Number of cases 1486
Limited companies
Sole Proprietors
Forestry and
Cases: 26
Cases: 47
agriculture
Mean: k€ 24,6 (L)
Mean: k€ 13,7 (S)
(p=0,035)
(p=0,035)
Hit-rate*** 46%
Hit-rate 52%
Chemicals and
Cases: 146
Cases: 185
Cases: 93
Cases: 100
metal
Mean: k€ 29 (L)
Mean: k€ 19 (S)
Mean: k€ 17,2
Mean: k€ 11,7
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
Hit-rate 64%
Hit-rate 54%
Computers and IT Cases: 287
Cases: 87
Cases: 196
Cases: 34
Mean: k€ 36
Mean: k€ 29
Mean: k€ 25
Mean: k€ 18
Hit-rate 68%
Hit-rate 39%
Machinery
Cases: 168
Cases: 176
Cases: 91
Cases: 99
Mean: k€ 31 (L)
Mean: k€ 22 (S)
Mean: k€ 23 (L)
Mean: k€ 14 (S)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
Hit-rate 54%
Hit-rate 56%
Equipment and
Cases: 475
Cases: 446
Cases: 284
Cases: 256
instruments
Mean: k€ 34 (L)
Mean: k€ 21 (S)
Mean: k€ 24 (L)
Mean: k€ 13 (S)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
(p=0,000)
Hit-rate 60%
Hit-rate 57%
Energy and
Cases: 136
Cases: 149
Cases: 73
Cases: 56
environment
Mean: k€ 31
Mean: k€ 26
Mean: k€ 22
Mean: k€ 15
Hit-rate 54%
Hit-rate 38%
Other
Cases: 101
Cases: 161
Cases: 55
Cases: 76
Mean: k€ 31 (L)
Mean: k€ 22 (S)
Mean: k€ 22 (L)
Mean: k€ 13 (S)
(p=0,008)
(p=0,008)
(p=0,001)
(p=0,001)
Hit-rate 54%
Hit-rate 47%
A-selection is used; cases with other legal form than limited company and sole proprietorship are excluded.
* € 1 = SEK 9,03 /Dagens Nyheter 2004-11-12

** Abbreviations: (L) – Larger, (S) – Smaller (than the other category)
*** Hit-rates are calculated in percent of number of applied in the group and in the selection of 2663
cases. The hit-rate for all 2663 cases is 56%.

DISCUSSION

As Landström, (2003) has demonstrated, there was relatively good access to funding
for new ventures in the late nineties in Sweden, especially for businesses at the earliest
stage of funding. Therefore, finance was not a major problem for innovative new
firms, mainly because of a growing venture capital industry investing in early stage
funding (SVCA, 2000) and the presence of public actors such as the Sweden
Innovation Centre (SIC), which offered conditional loans and subsidies to new firms
and idea owners. In addition, there were a range of other actors providing both seed
and growth capital, such as ALMI, NUTEK and Industrifonden.
However, the situation in Sweden is different today and shows a venture capital
market that is reducing its investments in seed and start-up phases (NUTEK, 2002;
SVCA, 2003; SVCA, 2004). Indeed, both the number of investments and the amounts
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invested in new ventures by the private sector has declined significantly during recent
years. It is also clear that public funding to support investment in new ventures is
decreasing and this situation has lead to a growing debate about the future financial
system to support innovative new firms. In a recent Swedish report (Neergaard, 2004),
it has been suggested that a more integrated system of actors and funds within an
innovation system should be considered and a new public financial system for new
ventures is under development. Hence, the issues of public financial support directed
towards the earliest stages of development within innovative firms are more important
than ever.
The results show that a number of variables are significant among the applications
supported or rejected. The strongest ones is the legal form of the firm and the type of
industry. Furthermore, we will discuss the high rates of support and some deviations
according to gender and geographical location.
THE LEGAL FORM OF THE FIRM
There are many factors that influence growth in new ventures, most of which are
directly related to characteristics of the entrepreneur, the venture and its strategy. The
legal form of the firm has been put forward as one of the most important variables in
several studies, along with factors as the market, location and size (Storey, 1994;
Davidsson et al., 2002). For example, Almus and Nerlinger (1999) have indicated that
firms with a limited liability status have a higher growth rate than other legal forms of
business.
This study supports such a finding and shows that the legal form of the firms is
important in obtaining innovation support. In general, strong significant differences
are shown due to legal form and in almost every case, applicants with limited
companies apply for (and receive) larger amounts of funds than sole proprietors and
partnerships. In the context of these findings, it may be interesting to consider whether
entrepreneurs that are growth-oriented start limited companies to achieve their goals
faster, especially as establishing a limited company in Sweden requires an initial capital
investment of k€ 10.7 from the owner/s of the firm, which suggests that they may be
more committed to the success of the business.
In order to find out if the legal form of the venture had acted as a hidden selection
criterion, the question of the influence of legal form on the decisions was addressed
directly to SIC2. They responded by stating that the application was considered mainly
in terms of its quality and commercial potential, and not because of the legal form of
the firm. SIC did admit that there often is a correlation between a well-developed
application and the legal form of the applicant, mainly because of the advantage of
limited liability status. When the same question was addressed to the judgement group
of Swedepark, their3 answer was similar although they stressed that limited companies
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often have better applications due to better-developed business ideas. Another reason
put forward by the judgement group is the backing from mentors within the park, as
entrepreneurs are supported during their incubator process by the staff of the park
(who often assists the judgement group with information for their decisions). The
group also stresses that the quality of the applications in general is higher among the
applications originated in the science and technology parks, preferably due to the close
bounds between the actors. According to the director of the incubator of Västerås
Technology Park4, the ventures in the incubator are recommended to run their
business in limited companies instead of sole proprietorship, as a limited company
status gives a more assurance to both customers and investors. Furthermore, they
assert the limited liability as more protective for the owner.
If government seed capital is to be seen as a catalyst towards additional financing
(Klofsten et al., 1999; Lerner, 2002) and if the legal form of the business is an
important growth factor, this study supports the argument of Storey (1994), namely
that limited liability status is better than other forms of ownership. In particular, a legal
form with limited liability seems to give the owner trustworthiness against other actors,
including the funding body SIC. Despite the statements from the interviews, the results
of the study suggest that the legal form of the firm has acted as an underlying or tacit
selection criterion in determining which type of ventures receive public support.
THE INDUSTRY
Various studies have shown that the industrial sector in which the venture operates
is one of the important variables for growth (Almus and Nerlinger, 1999; Davidsson et
al., 2002). However, the main problem in identifying the importance of industrial
sectors is that of classification (Davidsson et al., 2002) due to a blurring of different
business activities and variations in industry definition. In the database used in this
study, 80% of the cases are defined as manufacturing in different sectors, which gives a
problem in comparison with services due to the fact that the groups are warped and
some are too small to undertake appropriate analysis. Therefore, the research has
focused on examining broad sectored classifications irrespective of manufacturing or
service activities i.e. examine whether business ideas in instruments or computers
receive more support than those in machinery or pulp.
Since the original variable industry used by SIC was divided into more than sixty
groups, this paper has undertaken a broader clustering in order to achieve a more
workable model. As shown earlier, the analysis shows that there are differences due to
the type of broad industrial classification adopted. The industries Chemicals and metal,
Computers and IT, Machinery, Equipment and instruments and Energy and
environment, have gained higher rates of support than the other industries, and strong
significances are shown due to the legal form. When analysis was run on less
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aggregated levels, it appeared that limited companies had very high success rates in the
most successful industries. This finding is not too surprising, as Davidsson et al (2002)
have shown that the importance for a business of being in a growth industry. Indeed,
the most successful industries in gaining support in this study are connected to areas
such as information technology, and medicine and medical equipment, both of which
have been associated with growth during the last decade (Karaomerlioglu and
Jacobsson, 2000; Lerner, 2002; SVCA, 2003).
The study did not ask SIC and other actors whether their decisions had been
affected by the type of industry, as mentioned, SIC has used twenty-eight freestanding
consultants with expert knowledge on different industries for administration of the
applications.
THE GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION
The differences in geographical location can be linked to several possible
explanations. One is how the innovation support from SIC has been marketed. For
example, the marketing activities among the regional innovation centres have varied
with some regions being more active than others. Another explanation may be due to
the location of certain actors supporting the scheme - the head offices of both SIC and
its ‘collaborator organisation’ ALMI are located in Stockholm. Another example is
given by one of the authorised administration partners of SIC, the judgement group of
Swedepark, which has marketed the support system to Science and Technology parks
in Sweden. The group has been working together with the staff of the local parks and
the number of applications varies according to their relationships with these parks. The
group’s closest bonds have been with parks that are located to larger cities with larger
universities. The judgement group5 also explained high technology and innovation as ‘a
bit of an urban phenomenon’.
THE GENDER VARIABLE
Some differences were found due to gender, especially in terms of the number of
applicants and the choice of the legal form of firm. The number of applying females is
approximately one out of ten. Furthermore, females tend to be sole proprietors when
applying as compared to males, who apply largely as limited companies. However,
there is no evidence that there is any discrimination against women while applying for
funding and females have been very successful with their applications. The differences
seems to be structural and if any efforts are to be made regarding gender, the most
important action must be to encourage more females to develop their ideas and start
out new ventures, especially as limited companies (Norrman, 2004).
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THE SUPPORT SYSTEM
As has been demonstrated, there is a high rate of support of ideas for funding and
the most possible explanation of this probably lies in the nature of the support system
itself. The process normally first starts for the firm or idea owner through contact with
SIC or one of the Regional Innovation Centres. This leads to approximately 20%
(4000)6 applying for innovation subsidy as a first step and around 3.5% (700) applying
for a conditional loan. Of those, 57% gained support, which is a high rate, although if
the whole process is taken into consideration, it is a relatively small number of the
applicants that receive funding. This is comparable to other sources of financing such
as venture capital, which invest in between one and four per cent of all offers received
(Fredriksen, 1997). However, it must be emphasized that public seed funding and
venture capital are two different entities that are used in different phases of the
development of the business for different purposes, and high or low success rates
depends on a variety of different factors and how they are compared.
It is also worth noting that in order to gain support; the applicant must fulfil a
number of pre-qualification criteria. Theoretically, a project that did not fulfil those
conditions could scarcely complete the application and would not be considered for
funding or may not even apply. As such, the application form itself can act as a
selection tool in determining which projects are funded as the project must be new,
must be able to commercialise and be technically or intellectually advanced. It was also
specified which items were supported and which were not. The using areas, presented
in the analysis, also told their language not least of technological height.
Taking a higher risk with investments is a part of the policy of the funding process,
according to the managing director of SIC and the judgement group of Swedepark7.
Both stated that the money lent by SIC is to be considered as seed finance and that the
funds are supposed to take higher risks than normal banks. The initial policy of SIC, at
least during the first years, was that the benefit of the doubt should always be given to
the applicants. This policy emanates from the original purpose of SIC which was to
create a better innovation climate in Sweden. Nevertheless, this approach was revised
during the latest years of recession. Among researchers there has also been critical
voices arisen about ‘throwing easy money’ on poor projects (Cressy and Olofsson,
1997; Åstebro, 2003), hence, it is important to examine this in more detail in further
research i.e. to find out the boundaries between ‘throwing money’ and giving funds to
develop innovative projects.
Taken together there have been several factors and selection criteria and several
selectors, both tacit and expressed, affecting the process regarding the ideas that have
gained support. Since the database only gives figures, it is important to continue with
qualitative research on this issue in order to obtain a wider understanding of the
funding process, both from a supply and from a demand perspective.
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CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

The aim of this paper was to describe and analyse the basis by which projects obtain
public innovation support from a supply side perspective. The conclusions have been
drawn from statistical analysis of a database created from the computerised diary
system of SIC. From the analysis, the following points are worth highlighting:
• The ‘legal form of the firm’ is the most important factor to gain support.
• The variable ‘type of industry’ is important.
• Both expressed and tacit selection criteria have affected the process that
determines which ideas gain support.
Regarding the legal form of the firm, the analysis shows that applicants with limited
companies both apply for (and are supported with) higher amounts than applicants
who are sole proprietors. This supports other studies (Storey, 1994; Almus and
Nerlinger, 1999; Davidsson et al., 2002) that have shown the importance of legal form.
This has been supported also by the qualitative interviews undertaken with key actors,
although neither SIC nor the judgement group of Swedepark have admitted that any
attention have been paid to legal form of the firm in the administration process.
However, both institutions indicated that applications from limited companies often
have more mature business ideas. Therefore, the research indicates that a legal form
with limited liability is important, not least, in terms of trustworthiness for the owner
against other actors. But, whether the legal form of the business is actually a tacit or
hidden selection criterion has to be investigated in other studies.
As far as this study can ascertain, ventures from industries that have been associated
with growth have been allocated the highest rates of funding, which supports findings
from previous research studies (Karaomerlioglu and Jacobsson, 2000; SVCA, 2003).
The variable also seems to be strengthened by the variable ‘legal form’. Even in this
case limited companies had the advantage.
The study suggests that success rates of applicants have been high, especially in
comparison to other sources of financing, although if the whole process of application
is taken into account, the proportion of firms being given support is similar to other
sources such as venture capitalists.
Many questions have been raised during this study. Among them are issues like:
• Do entrepreneurs or inventors that strive after rapid growth start limited
companies to achieve their goals faster, or is it due to their choice of legal form
that they gain support, dare to take higher risks and thereby achieve faster
growth?
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• It has been argued that public support systems for new ventures are ineffective
in socio-economic terms? What can be learnt for the future from the past ten
years of the SIC-project?
• Does type of industry affect the decisions to support or reject applications for
support?
• What is the selection process for supporting new ventures, especially the
detailed criteria for selection?
• Is the kind of support that has been given by SIC an important factor in
motivating those who have gained support? Does it play a role in making the
ventures aware of external financing?
• Where is the border between ’throwing money’ on projects and investing in
innovations that create wealth? On what side of this border has SIC been
operating?
This study has provided rich background information and a base for several
hypotheses. To achieve a genuine knowledge about public financing in early stages and
to answer the above sample of questions, this study must be completed with qualitative
studies on both the supply side and the demand side. It is therefore important to go on
with qualitative studies of both applicants and representatives for the supply side.
Among the group applicants it is important to survey both those that have gained
support and those that have failed. With the former, it will be interesting to take a
closer look at both the cases that have had success in their business and started to pay
their loan back and with those that have gained support and failed with their projects.
Also, to obtain gain knowledge on the entire SIC process, it is important to survey
even the innovation subsidies.
This material has given us a quantitative description of what has happened during
the ten year SIC project and the follow-up study will help provide answers as to the
future direction and design of public innovation systems.
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ENDNOTES

1. This variable consists of applicants with sole proprietorship and of applicants
that have applied as private persons, which also were allowed. Henceforth we
will refer to this variable as sole proprietorship.
2. Interviews with Per Laurell and Roger Yttergren at SIC
3. Interview with Torbjörn Hansson, The judgement group of Swedepark
4. Interview with Sven-Arne Paulsson, Director of the incubator of Västerås
Technology Park
5. Interview with Torbjörn Hansson, The judgement group of Swedepark
6. All figures are taken from SICs own material and statements.
7. Per Laurell and Torbjörn Hansson, as above
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7. PAPER TWO: PUBLIC INNOVATION SUPPORT AND INNOVATIVE
IDEAS
ABSTRACT

For society to develop and achieve sustainable economic growth, a continuous flow
of new venture ideas that can be transformed into flourishing businesses is needed.
The societal efforts to obtain this have often been by provision of different kinds of
seed funding. However, the number of actors and efforts, both private and public,
providing funding directed towards new ideas are few. In this paper we are interested
in investigating the past to learn for the future about the role of publicly provided
funding towards early stages ventures. In particular, we are interested in how the type
of industry affects to what extent ideas gain public support, and how these results
correspond with theories of entrepreneurship, innovation and growth.

INTRODUCTION

The creation and growth of new ideas into sustainable businesses has been
recognized as one of the most important factors for economic growth (1994;
Davidsson et al. 1996), and a key component in achieving innovation in society (Ds
2004:36). It has also been recognized that one of the most critical conditions for new
venture start-ups to be able to pursue growth opportunities is access to various types
of financing in the very early stages (SOU 1993:70; Ds 1994:52; SOU 1996:69;
EuropeanCommission 1998; Anell and Nygårds 1999). However, young firms that are
in the beginning of a growth phase often have problems accessing such initial and very
essential capital. Financing the very first idea and firm development with the capital of
the owner manager is generally not an alternative, since these resources are usually
either exhausted or too small (Bygrave and Timmons 1992), and young firms seldom
attract external capital, due to lack of credibility, short business history and an absence
of steady cash flows (Zimmerman and Zeitz 2002). Hence, a mismatch between
demand and supply of financial resources, that can be termed a “financial gap”, often
appears between the earliest stages and the time for market launch in new firms
(Harding 2000; Carpenter and Petersen 2002; McGlue 2002; Oakey 2003; LindholmDahlstrand 2004).
As a consequence of the expressed need of early-stage financing and the need of
new innovative ideas to ensure sustainable societal growth (Storey and Tether 1998;
Bennett and Robson 2003), there is a increasing debate about the role of the
government and the supply of various forms of public financing on the market. There
are several reasons for the more intense focus on the governmental involvement in the
financial market, which traditionally has been an arena for venture capitalist and other
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private investors. First, experiences show that private venture capitalists neglect
investments in the very early stages of firms’ life cycle due to the high risks involved,
especially when the potential business only exists as an idea (Bygrave and Timmons
1992). Second, even when financing is available, there may be reasons not to use
equity-based financing in the very early stages, the primary one being that the
entrepreneur might benefit from the freedom to test the idea on the market without
the pressure and involvement of an external owner (Berggren et al. 2000; Harding
2000, 2002; Mason and Harrison 2002). Third, another way of getting access to
financing, commonly used by new ventures, is to develop close relationships to
customers as early as possible and let them take part in the financing of the new
product (Klofsten and Lindholm-Dahlstrand 2000), and studies have shown that smallscale public financing to facilitate such relationships might be one of the most
advantageous financial solutions for new ventures (e.g. Klofsten et al. (1999)).
However, as far as we have seen there is relatively little research conducted on
public financing of innovative ideas and new ventures. Studies such as Klofsten et al.
(1999), Oakey (2003) and Lindholm Dahlstrand and Cetindamar (2000) have mainly
highlighted the “phenomenon” and put forward the advantages of such financing. In
particular, documentation summarizing experiences of existing or past initiatives of
such public financing is scarce. Most of the various evaluations from past support
programs are quite shallow, internally oriented and ordered by the program manager or
owner. As a consequence, both the theoretical and practical understanding of the field
is quite underdeveloped and further research is needed.
The aim of this paper is to develop new insights about how public financing works
in a market that creates and develops new innovative ideas. We are especially interested
in how industry type affects which ideas gain public support, and how these results
correspond with the theories of entrepreneurship, innovation and growth.
In an earlier study, Norrman et al. (2004; 2005), we surveyed public soft loan
financing, which, however, is a limited part of the total public financing directed
towards the early stages. In this study we have expanded our database to include
publicly financed innovation subsidies, which normally precedes the soft loans. In the
following, generate hypothesis concerning what industries and ventures receive public
support based on literature in combination with results from our earlier study.

THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK AND HYPOTHESIS GENERATION

In the last few years, Swedish innovation policy has become increasingly influenced
by the research on “innovation systems”, especially sectoral ones (i.e. innovation
systems in which activities are linked by a particular product group or share some
common knowledge (Malerba 2005). This is by no means a unique policy focus, at least
not within the European Union. Indeed, of the seven thematic priorities within the
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Sixth Framework Programme at least five are of a sectoral character: (1) life sciences,
genomics and biotechnology for health, (2) information society technologies,
(3) nanotechnologies and nanosciences, (4) aeronautics and space and (5) food quality
and safety.
We would expect this sectoral focus to show in the public funding of innovation
activity, especially since there are a wide variety of innovation patterns across
manufacturing and service sectors, in terms of both the activities involved (e.g. R&D,
design, software, training, marketing, and innovative investments), and the amounts
devoted to innovation (Sirilli and Evangelista 1998). Explanations for these variations
include differences in technological regimes (Malerba and Orsenigo 1993) and in
technological trajectories (Nelson and Winter, 1977). With respect to the latter, Pavitt
(1984, p. 353) concluded that “… sectors vary in the relative importance of product
and process innovations, in sources of process technology, and in the size and patters
of technological diversification of innovating firms”. It is reasonable to expect such
differences to influence the amounts of public innovation support received by
applicants. Furthermore, various studies have shown that the industrial sector in which
the venture operates is one of the important variables behind growth (Almus and
Nerlinger 1999; Davidsson et al. 2002), and that industries associated to growth attract
more funding (Karaömerlioglu and Jacobsson 2000; Lerner 2002; Norrman et al.
2004). In summary, we would expect ideas from different industries to receive different
amounts of public funding. This was also indicated in our earlier study of soft loans, in
which some industries were shown to have better support rates than others (Norrman
et al. 2004; Norrman and Klofsten 2005).
Hypothesis 1: The industry that the idea is related to affects the amount of public innovation
subsidy granted by the public financier.
However, firms that are classified in a particular industry may be extremely
heterogeneous with respect to their technology base (Rickne and Jacobsson 1999) and
the products and processes they develop. It might, therefore, be more fruitful to focus
on other aspects when studying an industry. One such aspect, which is frequently used
by policymakers, is the knowledge intensity of the industry, presumably reflecting the
view that knowledge is “the preeminent resource of the firm” (Grant 1996, page 384).
Since many policy documents highlight the importance of supporting knowledge-based
industrial sectors with future international growth potential (e.g. Ds 1994:52;
Neergaard 2004), we would expect ideas stemming from such sectors to receive higher
amounts of public financing than ideas from other sectors.
Hypothesis 2: Ideas derived from knowledge-based industries attract more public financing than
ideas from industries that are not knowledge-based.
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Of course, all industries make use of knowledge to some extent, and deciding what
is “knowledge-based” and not is, thus, a difficult task. (See, “Data, samples and
method” below) In this study we have defined a knowledge-based firm as “one whose
strength and competitive edge derives from the engineering know-how of people who
are integral to the firm, and upon the subsequent transformation of this know-how
into products or services for a market” (Klofsten 1992, page 16). In order to capture
these aspects, we have opted for two different measures: “education intensity” and
“patent intensity”, where the former presumably reflects the know-how of people and
the latter the transformation of know-how into products.
Human capital may be assumed to be one of the most important inputs to
knowledge-intensive activity; knowledge may be seen as embedded in people. For
example, engineers and scientists are assumed to be the main carriers of technology
(Jacobsson and Oskarsson 1995). Educational statistics can, consequently, be expected
to capture activities that neither result in patents nor scientific publications and that are
perhaps not even reported as R&D in the statistics (for example in smaller firms or in
process engineering) (Jacobsson et al. 1996).
Patent data ought to be a quite good indicator of activities requiring high technical
knowledge-intensity, since an invention needs to be novel to the world, technically
reproducible and industrially exploitable and needs to contain solutions that are not
obvious to the average practitioner in order to be able to patent (Jacobsson and
Philipson 1996). However, it should be noted that patents are not the only way to
protect an invention from imitation and that not all types of innovative activities are
reflected in the patenting of a company (Patel and Pavitt 1991). Moreover, the
propensity to patent varies between firms, sectors and technologies (Patel and Pavitt
1991; Jacobsson and Philipson 1996). In particular, patents may be expected to
underestimate the knowledge-intensity of firms in the service sector (Rickne and
Jacobsson 1999) and non-technical knowledge areas, since software, organizational
innovations and other “soft” inventions are seldom patented. Nevertheless, patents are
commonly used as an indicator of technological activity.
We may, thus, divide Hypothesis 2 into three sub-hypotheses:
Hypothesis 2a: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education and patent intensities
attract more public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low education and patent
intensities.
Hypothesis 2b: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education intensity attract more
public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low education intensity.
Hypothesis 2c: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high patent intensity attract more
public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low patent intensity.
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In previous studies (Norrman et al. 2004; Norrman and Klofsten 2005) we have
found that the legal form of a venture seems to influence the support rate. Ventures
with limited liabilities have shown higher support rates than those run under personal
ownership. We have also been able to show that limited companies both apply for and
are supported with larger amounts than sole proprietors. Possible explanations
concerning the legal form might be sought both from the perspective of the venture
and from its context, e.g. that entrepreneurs choose a limited liability to make a better
impression, or that financiers, in explicit or implicit ways, require limited liabilities to
support the venture. In our previous study (Norrman et al. 2004), we found indications
on both; An incubator manager recommends his tenants to start out their ventures as
limited companies, since his opinion is that a limited liability gives a more solid impact
on customers and financiers. Similarly, one of the administrating officials of the
governmental scheme admits that limited companies often show better-founded
applications. Furthermore, a limited company can be considered as an investment from
the entrepreneur in hers or his idea, since it requires an equity capital of approximately
k€ 10.7, which might vouch for a more serious staking.
Hypothesis 3: Limited companies attract more public financing than sole proprietors/private
persons.

DATA, SAMPLES AND METHOD

This paper presents the results of a quantitative study of a governmental scheme for
finance of innovation projects, the Sweden Innovation Centre (SIC). The scheme was
incepted 1994 in purpose to create a better innovation climate in Sweden, which
included as well changes in attitudes as direct support of ideas, in terms of both finance
and advice. The original fund consisted of M€ 56.7. During almost 10 years, SIC
supported innovative ideas or projects “in their absolute earliest phase of
development” (SIC 2002, page 24). The most important types of financial support,
aimed directly towards idea owners, were innovation subsidies (regionally administrated
financial grants of approximately k€ 4, with no obligations of payback from the
recipient business) and conditional loans (centrally administrated “soft” types of loans). In
this study, we have investigated the innovation subsidies.

The support from SIC was given both to new firms and private individuals with
innovative ideas or projects. The funding was restricted and to get supported the idea
or project had to be a new, able to commercialize and technically or intellectually
advanced. Firms, if any, were not supposed to be older than three years. (SIC;, 2002,
2004) The innovation subsidies have been used mainly in purpose to evaluate the
relevance of new ideas or projects and to create surveys within the areas of technology,
market abilities, design and novelty search.
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The analysis is drawn from an SPSS-database, containing innovation subsidy records
and created from a dataset provided by the regional innovation centers of Sweden
Innovation Center (SIC). The tools of analysis used have been frequencies, cross tabs
and different tools for comparisons of means. For classifications of the data, we have
used cluster analysis. To detect significances in the data material and to see patterns
between variables, chi-square test has been used. ANOVA and ANOVA with
Bonferroni tests have been used for finding significances when comparing means.
The data have been obtained from registers provided by 12 (out of 21) counties in
Sweden. It is well distributed over Sweden, both densely and less densely regions are
represented, and the northern regions as well as the southern. The registers have been
kept and administrated independently by the regional innovation centers and have
now, for the first time ever, been merged into one database. The funds were principally
provided by SIC, but there were also contributions from other sources (e.g. other
public-, regional- and EU-funding).
The database contains 17,722 applications distributed per year as follows: 1990: 85;
1991: 153; 1992: 181; 1993: 247; 1994: 251; 1995: 593; 1996: 911; 1997: 1,231; 1998:
1,667; 1999: 1,997; 2000: 2,082; 2001: 2,268; 2002: 2,450; 2003: 2,061; 2004: 1,471; and
2005: 72. In total 11,261 cases has gained support (63%) and 6,460 of the cases has not
been supported. 10,076 cases were supported by SIC and 1,736 by the other funding
sources (some cases were supported both by SIC and by other sources).
The database contains a number of general variables (well-matching with our
database on soft loans, which makes comparisons possible) distributed as follows: Legal
form of firm: private person or sole proprietorship, 15,416 (87%), limited company, 1759
(10%), partnership, 489 (3%) and others, less than 1%.
The use of the subsidies has been restricted to 12 available using areas, which were
possible to combine. Data are distributed as follows (first amount is number of
supported cases, second mean supported amount and third total amount invested. €1=
SEK9.09, The European Central Bank 2005-03-16): technical pre-study, 2,084 cases,
€610, k€127, commercial pre-study, 400 cases, €1,084, k€434, Swedish patent, 2,145
cases, €2,114, k€453, patent corporation treaty, 113 cases, €2,690, k€304, protection of
design and trademark, 718 cases, €627, k€450, construction, 253 cases, €1,530, k€387,
prototype, 2,011 cases, €1,601, k€322, design, 391cases, €1,449, k€567, test series, 440
cases, €1,518, k€668, negotiation, 166 cases, €1,228, k€204, commercialization, 648
cases, €1,236, k€801, unspecified, 2,824 cases, €1,183, k€945. The total amount
invested is k€1,853.
When studying the variable Industry it must be mentioned that classification of the
same is problematic, not least due to a blurring of different business activities and
uncontrollable variations in industry definition (Davidsson et al. 2002; Norrman and
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Klofsten 2005). The administrating personnel at the regional innovation centers have
used a list of more than 60 industry classification codes that, in principal, derives from
the SNI 92 (Swedish Standard Industrial Classification). We have aggregated the data
into broader and more manageable groups with regard to industrial sector in the first
hand. The cases are distributed as follows: Forestry and agriculture: 1,310 (7.4%),
Chemicals, plastics and non-metal products: 749 (4.2%), Electrical and optical
equipment: 2,546 (14.4%), Metal and transport equipment: 4,807 (27.1%), Computers
and IT: 1,027 (5.8%), R&D and education: 101 (0.6%), Electricity, gas and water: 681
(3.8%), Other manufacturing: 3,128 (17.7%), Other, non-manufacturing: 669 (3.8%),
and Missing: 2,704 (15.3%), making a total of: 17,722 (100%) cases.
To be able to give answers on our hypothesis, we have to measure the effect of the
industry on amounts received. Thereby we also have to separate industries that are
classified as knowledge intensive from those that are less knowledge intensive. Hence,
we need an instrument for this classification. We have chosen to use a combination of
indicators, namely an education rate and a patent rate.
For the education rate we have used official statistics from SCB (SCB 2001) on
education and type of industry. The rate used is based on the percentage of individuals,
per type of industry, with academic studies of more than three years (i.e. a minimum of
Bachelor’s Degree). The patent rate consists of a rate based on supported cases with
national patent and PCT applications in percent of the total for the type of industry,
within the database. We are here following the work of (Jacobsson et al. 1996). Both
the education rate and the patent rate are applied on the same groups of classification
for the variable industry, which consists of 20 different classifications, e.g. the, in our
database represented, main groups of the 1992 Swedish Standard Industrial
Classification (SCB 2002).
The easiest way to classify our cases would probably have been by using the means
for patents and the means for education as borders to create four fields within a plotdiagram over all industries with patent- and education intensity on the axis. However,
since several types of industries turned out to be placed close to the borders we
decided to let the computer do the clustering for us. The clustering was made by using
K-means cluster analysis and resulted in five final clusters. An alternative way of
determination of knowledge intensity could have been by using the OECD
classification of high- respective low-technology industries. The reason for not doing
so was that the OECD classification only embraced manufacturing and that the match
with their classification was not good enough. After showing the results of our own
classification, we make comparisons to the OECD classification on the classes
matching with ours.
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The database has got falling off, mostly of a partial character, which due to the size
of the material has been assessed to have low impact. There are no data available on
amounts applied, which entails that we cannot tell whether differences in supported
amounts are related to applied amounts or to other factors. Some of the counties have
got falling off in the report of unsupported cases (information from the Regional
Innovation Centers).
A system of repeated applications has been used and the number and order of
repetitions is possible to detect by using the last character of the diary number. In the
analysis, however, first applications and repeated applications have been treated as
individual cases due to technical reasons. The average individual project has made 1.4
applications. There are 13,159 individual first-application projects present (of which
56% are supported) and the remaining 4,563 are repetitions of which 2,971 (85%
supported) are coded as second-repeat projects, 1,031 as third-repeat projects (84%
supported), and 349 as fourth-repeat projects (81% supported). The rest of the cases
(212 cases) are five-or-more-repeat projects (69% supported). This system affects the
total amounts gained per individual project, in cases of more than one repeat. This
source of error will be treated where it can be feared to affect the results.

ANALYSIS
HYPOTHESIS 1
Hypothesis 1: The industry that the idea is related to affects the amount of public
innovation subsidy granted by the public financier.
Analyzing supported amounts and type of industry on this aggregated level gives the
following results, which unequivocally supports the hypothesis: R&D and education
(average € 3433) has attracted significantly higher amounts than all other industries
(ANOVA and ANOVA Bonferroni p=0.000 all categories except Computers and IT.
Computers and IT, p=0,005). Computers and IT (average € 2451) is ranked second
and has attracted significantly (ANOVA and Bonferroni p=0,000) more than all
categories except R&D and education. Electrical and optic equipment (average € 1820)
is, by the same tests, found to be larger than Agriculture and forestry (p=0,009), Metal
and transport equipment (p=0,000) and Other manufacturing (p=0,008). Between the
remaining categories the ranking is not significant. The lowest means in absolute
figures are those of the categories Metal and transport equipment (average € 1442) and
Agriculture and forestry (€ 1508) and the remaining categories are found between
those and the top three.
Since there are differences in number of repetitions of the applications for each
project between the industries we have re-counted the figures to control for the impact
of repeated applications. For the top four industries the ranking, in absolute figures,
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are intact even after taking the repeats in consideration. For the remaining industries
there were some differences, which is not surprising since the mean amounts originally
were rather close and without clear and significant ranking order.
HYPOTHESIS 2
Hypothesis 2a: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education and
patent intensities attract more public financing than ideas from industries characterized
by low education and patent intensities.
The industries have been clustered by their knowledge- and patent-intensity, and
according to the below results, the hypothesis 2a is supported. (The types of industries
are here shown in a more detailed way than above. The reason behind not using the
aggregated types of industries is that its classifications are spread over the clusters,
which can cause confusions for the reader.)
Cluster 1: Non-assembled products (low education-rate (6.97) and low patent rate
(4.51)). The cluster consists of the following types of industry: Food products, Wood
products, Plastic products, Non metallic mineral products and Renting activities (1,231
cases 706 or 57% supported, in mean with € 1,331)
Cluster 2: Processed and assembled products and consumer services (low education
rate (4.72) and close to mean patent-rate (13.17)). The cluster consists of the following
types of industry: Health and social work, Textile products, Pulp and paper products,
Metal basic products, metal products, Machinery and equipment products, Transport
equipment products, Other products, Trade and service of motor vehicles, Retail,
Trade, Hotels and restaurants and Personal service (8,700 cases 5811 or 67%
supported, in mean with € 1,500)
Cluster 3: Knowledge-based services (very high education rate (31.09) and very low
patent rate (3.9)). The cluster consists of the following types of industry: Education,
Publishing and printing products and Consultancy (158 cases 96 or 61% supported
total, in mean with € 1,845)
Cluster 4: Technology based products and services (high education rate (15.81) and
high patent rate (16.93)). The cluster consists of the following types of industry:
Agriculture and forestry, Electricity, gas and water supply, Electrical and optic
equipment products and Recreation, culture and sport (3,704 cases 2,575 or 69.5%
supported, in mean with € 1,761)
Cluster 5: Science based products and services (very high education rate (35.33) and
very high patent rate (19.52)). The cluster consists of the following types of industry:
Chemical and pharmaceutical products, Computers and IT and R&D (1,223 cases 824
or 67% supported, in mean with € 2,514)
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The mean patent rate is 13.73 and the mean education rate is 10.48 for all cases
within the database. The mean support rate for all cases is 63.5%. The differences
between the clusters are significant (ANOVA Bonferroni test) between cluster 5 and
cluster 1, 2 and 4 (p=0.000) and 3 (p=0.016), where cluster 5 has received the highest
amounts, and between cluster 4 and cluster 1 and 2 (p=0.000), where cluster 4 has
gained the higher amounts. The support rates, in percent, are not following the
knowledge intensity rate in the same way as the amounts supported do. The difference
between the clusters in support rates is significant (Chi-Square p=0,000).
When comparing the distribution of the manufacturing industries in the clusters 1-5
in our database with the classification of OECD (2003, page 156) of low and high
technology the correspondence is rather good. OECD has, as “low-technology
industries” classified recycling, wood, pulp, paper, printing and publishing, food, textile
and leather. Most of these industries are found in our clusters 1 “non-assembled
products” and cluster 2 “processed and assembled products”. As “medium-lowtechnology industries” OECD classifies building and repairing boats, rubber and
plastics, petroleum products, other non-metallic mineral products, and basic metal and
metal products, all found in our clusters 1 and 2. As “medium-high-technology
industries” OECD classifies electrical machinery, motor vehicles, chemicals (excluding
pharmaceuticals), transport equipment and machinery equipment. These are found in
our clusters 2 and 4 (technology based products and services). As “high-technology
industries” OECD classifies aircraft and spacecraft, pharmaceuticals, office, accounting
and computing machinery, communication equipment and medical precision and
optical instruments. Except for the last class that is found within our cluster 4, those
classes are found in our cluster 5, science-based products and services.
Hypothesis 2b: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education
intensity attract more public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low
education intensity.
Hypothesis 2c: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high patent intensity
attract more public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low patent
intensity.
The impact of the knowledge dimension on supported amounts has been
investigated by running comparisons of means with ANOVA-tests on a scaled patent
rate variable and a scaled education rate variable.
The result gives for the education rate variable an almost linear correlation between
education level and level of amounts supported. The least educated are in mean
supported with € 1,642 and the most educated with € 2,542. The differences in the
means are significant (ANOVA p=0.000) and between least and most educated
(ANOVA Bonferroni p=0.000). For the amounts supported on the middle of the
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education scale, most amounts are significantly lower than the sum for the most
educated and significantly higher than the sum for the least educated.
When running a similar analysis on the patent rate, the correlation is not linear in
the same extension as for the education rate. The most patent intensive cases are not
rewarded with the highest supported amounts. Instead, the second most patent
intensive group of cases has achieved the highest amounts. However the least patent
intensive group was supported with the lowest amounts. The differences are significant
by using ANOVA test (p=0.000) but not between the groups.
HYPOTHESIS 3
Hypothesis 3: Limited companies attract more public financing than sole
proprietors/private persons.
This hypothesis is supported in this study, as in our earlier studies. The legal form is
important and limited liabilities, especially limited companies attract larger amounts
than liabilities that directly affect the owner’s private economy, as sole proprietorship
does. When running legal form of the firm against amounts supported the following
results are given: Sole proprietors have received in mean € 1469, limited companies €
2834 and partnerships € 1953. The differences in amounts are significant (ANOVA
p=0.000 and ANOVA Bonferroni p=0.000) between all three types of legal form
analyzed. Since there are differences in number of repetitions between the different
legal forms, we have controlled for this, and the order was not affected in absolute
figures. Even the support-rate is better for limited companies and partnership (74%
and 76% respectively) than for sole proprietors and private persons (62%).
When running the clusters against type of firm, the following results are given for
limited companies (mean=10.2%) and sole proprietors (mean=86.6%), me = more
than expected and le = less than expected:
• Cluster 1: Limited companies 6.9% (le), sole proprietors/ private persons 91.6%
(me)
• Cluster 2: Limited companies 8.3% (le), sole proprietors/ private persons 89%
(me)
• Cluster 3: Limited companies 11.4% (me), sole proprietors/ private persons
76.6% (le)
• Cluster 4: Limited companies 12.3% (me), sole proprietors/ private persons
83.9% (le)
• Cluster 5: Limited companies 20.5% (me), sole proprietors/ private persons
73.6% (le)
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CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION

The aim of this paper was to develop new insights about how public financing
works in a market that creates and develops new innovative ideas. We were especially
interested in how industry type affects which ideas gain public support, and how these
results correspond with the theories of entrepreneurship, innovation and growth. To
be able to give answers we put up 3 main hypothesis and we drew the following
conclusions from our analysis.
Hypothesis 1: The industry that the idea is related to affects the amount of public innovation
subsidy granted by the public financier.

The hypothesis was supported to some extent; certain industries, namely R&D and
Education and Computers and IT have received significantly higher amounts than all
other industries. These industries have been identified as growth industries (Storey
1994; Almus and Nerlinger 1999; Davidsson et al. 2002), and it is possible, or even
likely, that the administrators have been affected by generic attitudes and debates about
what characterizes firm growth, and that their decisions about support have been
affected by these understandings. It must, though, be emphasized that the cases within
our database are in their absolute earliest phases, which implies that it might be a little
bit early to draw too hard conclusions over determinants of growth.
Hypothesis 2a: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education and patent intensities
attract more public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low education and patent
intensities.
Yes, the ideas found in cluster 4 and 5, which both are characterized by high, or
even very high, patent and education intensities have received significantly higher
amounts than ideas within clusters 1 and 2, which are characterized by low education
intensity and low to medium patent intensity.
When we compared our clusters to the classification used by OECD (2003), the
correspondence was quite good. The OECD report also shows that approximately
50% of the venture capital investments in the OECD countries are directed towards
the industries that are typed as high-technology sectors. Therefore, it is not surprising
that these industries, even on an early stage of development, attract more funding than
others.
Since our database did not allow us to study correlations between applied and
supported amounts, we do not know if the industries in cluster 5 also have applied for
larger amounts. For the conditional loans, however, we found correlations between
high applied amounts and high supported amounts, and it is reasonable to expect that
this relationship holds for this study as well, since a good deal of the projects that has
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applied for conditional loans also have applied for the innovation subsidy, as their first
move on their way to the market.
Hypothesis 2b: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high education intensity attract more
public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low education intensity.
Yes, we think so. There is an almost linear correlation between education intensity
and level of amounts supported. As a consequence, cluster five that has the highest
education intensity has received significantly higher amounts than any other cluster.
On the other hand, cluster 3, has not attracted significantly higher amounts than
cluster 4, in spite of its higher education intensity. However, we think this can be
explained by the low number of cases within cluster 3, at least to some extent.
Hypothesis 2c: Ideas derived from industries characterized by high patent intensity attract more
public financing than ideas from industries characterized by low patent intensity.
There is no linear correlation between patent intensity and amounts received in this
database. One possible explanation for this is that, in practice, far from all patents are
knowledge-intensive in the sense implied above. Based on case descriptions within the
database and information from the innovation centers, we estimate that approximately
60 % of the patent applications concern low-tech or non knowledge-based products.
They comprise inventions such as useful plastic tools for removing garbage from the
zinc or other types of clever implements sprung from the needs of innovative people,
often as solution of a self-experienced problem. A small share of the applications for
patent money concerns science-based ideas. Furthermore, it must be mentioned that
an idea that is considered technically or intellectually advanced are not a guaranteed
market success (Storey 1994; Heydebreck et al. 2000), and to get support from SIC the
idea must be able to commercialize.
Hypothesis 3: Limited companies attract more public financing than sole proprietors/private
persons.
Yes, limited companies have, also in this study, shown to attract significantly larger
amounts than all other legal forms.

SUMMARY

There is not one simple and obvious explanation for the differences in the amounts
received by different ideas. It is impossible to separate the effects of the different
variables from each other, which is shown by the following example. Cluster 5, the
most knowledge-intensive cluster, was shown to be significantly stronger than all other
clusters, and cluster 4 was stronger than the less knowledge-intensive clusters 1 and 2,
which support the hypothesis that knowledge intensity is an important variable.
However, cluster 3, received higher amounts, in absolute figures, than cluster 4, even if
there were no significant differences. Furthermore, the support rates in percent did not
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follow the knowledge intensity rate, in the same way as for the supported amounts.
Thus, knowledge intensity gives some explanations, but not all. This is especially
interesting since the support from SIC was directed towards new ideas or projects with
technically or intellectually advancement. Since ideas were also supposed to be
evaluated in terms of their commercial abilities, the perceived market potential of the
ideas has probably affected the received amounts as well, but to what extent is
impossible to tell from this data.
The variable legal form is strongly related to amounts received, but the number of
limited companies is not that high and there exist limited companies within all clusters,
which implies that, the legal form in it self is not the only determinant of success.
Instead, it seems like strong legal forms strengthen strong types of industries. Stronger
legal forms also seem to be related to knowledge intensive ideas. In our previous
research of the conditional loans the distribution between limited companies and sole
proprietors was more even, about 43% each. There were strong significances telling
that limited companies both applied for and received higher amounts than sole
proprietors (Norrman and Klofsten 2005). Since the target group for conditional loans
to a large extent consists of idea owners that have continued their process, there is a
great overlap between the groups, which implies that it is likely that the correlations
between limited companies and application for higher amounts holds for this study as
well.
Finally, the industry perspective cannot be left out entirely, although we will leave to
future studies to explain why. We can, from this study only conclude that there is
something more to industry than knowledge intensity and legal form.

IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This quantitative study has, together with our previous quantitative study on
conditional loans from the same provider, given us a rich background for an upcoming
qualitative study of both the support system and those who has benefited from the
support given. We are interested in how decisions about support have been made, in
particular with regards to what factors have affected the decisions. We are also
interested to know more about how the supply side has been organized. Concerning
the demand side, we want to know how decisions of support or rejection have affected
the applicants, what other resources they have used, their view of strong and weak
points of the support scheme etc. Furthermore, we are interested in following up the
question about the legal form, and what factors that can be presumed to affect the
choice of legal form among early stages ventures. The overall objective is to learn from
the past and be able to give valuable insights for the creation of a new public support
system.
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8. PAPER THREE: SORTING OUT THE APPLES, PEARS AND FRUIT
SALADS IN INCUBATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
ABSTRACT

Incubators are becoming a ubiquitous phenomenon in many parts of the world
since they are regarded as solutions to increase the birth rates of technology-based
enterprises. Considering the large amounts of money invested in incubators, the
identification of best practices is of importance. This requires performance
comparisons between incubators using different incubator models. The aim of the
paper is twofold: (1) to sort out the key concepts and identify some of the problems
inherent in the evaluation and comparison of incubator performance and leading to
“apple-and-pear” comparisons and (2) to develop a framework that can serve as a basis
for identifying best practice incubator models. We argue that it is necessary to take goal
differences between incubators into account if performance instead of outcome is to
be measured. Further, we identify the need to distinguish different incubator model
from each other. We put forward a framework in which differences with regard to
three key incubator model components are emphasised: selection strategies, business
support strategies and mediation. Future research includes the empirical testing of this
framework. If it proves to be generally useful, it will be applied in best practice studies.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of ‘incubator’ is often used as an overall denomination for
organisations that constitute or create a supportive environment that is conducive to
the “hatching” and development of new firms (Chan and Lau, 2005; LindholmDahlstrand and Klofsten, 2002; Lyons and Li, 2003; VINNOVA, 2004). Such
incubators are becoming a ubiquitous phenomenon in many parts of the world. Policy
makers on national and local levels have come to view them as a tool for promoting
the emergence of new technology-based growth firms, economic development and
innovativeness. They are used as vitamin injections for ‘tired’ regions and as
contraction-stimulators or painkillers in the birth of university spin-offs.
Considering the great credence for – and the large amounts of money invested in –
incubators by governments, universities, research institutions, municipal agencies and
other interested parties, the question of what return society gets on these investments
has been raised. An important research issue has, therefore, been to describe the
‘value-added’ of incubators in comparison to other business environments, i.e. their
unique contribution to new venture development, survival and growth and
entrepreneurship (Chan and Lau, 2005; Phan et al., 2005):
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“A recent global increase in the level of activity of these institutions has stimulated
an important academic debate concerning whether such property-based initiatives
enhance the performance of corporations, universities, and economic regions … and
has led to an interest among policymakers and industry leaders in identifying best
practises.” (Phan et al., 2005, p. 2)
Consequently, the evaluation of incubator performance has attracted some attention
(cf. Aernoudt, 2004; Allen and McCluskey, 1990; Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius,
2003; Chan and Lau, 2005; Grimaldi and Grandi, 2005; Hackett and Dilts, 2004a;
Lindelöf and Löfsten, 2004; Mian, 1996a, 1997; Nolan, 2003; OECD, 1997; Pena,
2004; Phan et al., 2005). There does not seem to be much consensus with regards to
the definition of ‘performance’ and how it should be evaluated and compared,
however. This might be one explanation why some studies have suggested that
business incubation is an effective business development tool (Bollingtoft and Ulhoi,
2005) whereas other studies have found few significant differences between incubatees
and off-incubatees (cf. Pena, 2004).
There are large variations between incubators, both in terms of output (traditionally
measured as number of new firms, jobs, firm survival, investments etc.) and in terms
of how they select and support their incubatees. It seems unlikely that all ‘incubator
models’, i.e. different ways to organise and manage incubators, have the same potential
to perform well. Comparing incubatees with off-incubator ventures is, therefore, not
enough if we are to help policy makers to make resource allocation decisions, ventures
to choose which incubators to apply to, and incubator managers to design selection
criteria and support systems. In order to be able to identify best practices, we need to
identify and compare the performance of incubators using different models.
The lack of a theoretical base for incubator performance evaluation was recognised
almost ten years ago (cf. Mian, 1997), but only little effort seems to have been made to
deal with this problem in recent years. The aim of this paper is, therefore, to sort out a number
of problems inherent in the evaluation and comparison of incubator performance and to develop a
framework that can serve as a basis for identifying best practice incubator models. We argue that
there is an immediate risk of comparing apples with pears – or, rather, different types
of fruit salads – making it extremely difficult and deceptive to draw any conclusions
concerning best practices. Based on entrepreneurship and innovation systems research
as well as on personal experiences of business incubation, we first illustrate the
importance of distinguishing between different types of incubators before making
performance evaluations and comparisons, and then illustrate how such distinctions
can be made.
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IN SEARCH OF A DEFINITION OF ‘INCUBATOR’

Generally an incubator can be viewed as “… a support environment for start-up
and fledgling companies” (Peters et al., 2004, p. 83). In the incubator literature, a large
number of detailed and largely similar definitions have been put forward.48 Four
components have received particular attention in previous research:49
1. shared office space, which is rented under more or less favourable conditions to
incubatees,
2. a pool of shared support services to reduce overhead costs,
3. professional business support or advice (“coaching”) and
4. network provision, internal and/or external.50

The relative importance of each component has varied over time, from an initial
focus on facilities and administrative services to a more recent emphasis on the
importance of business support (Peters et al., 2004). In our opinion the latter is the
most important – without business support activities, the denomination “hotel” is a
better description than incubator – but we nevertheless cannot agree with those who
argue that co-location is not a necessary feature of an incubator (e.g. Nolan, 2003; von
Zedwitz, 2003). In contrast, we are convinced that the use of shared localities is an
important advantage, since it besides shared overhead resources also provides
opportunities for knowledge transfer and experience sharing between the incubatees
(see also Lewis, 2001).
Despite the apparent similarities between different definitions, the incubator
concept has shown to be anything but clear in practice: “… there has been a recurring
problem of definitions in which science parks and incubators can encompass almost
anything from distinct organisations to amorphous regions” (Phan et al., 2005, p. 168).
One source of confusion could be the lack of clarity with regards to whether an
incubator is an organisation or a more general entrepreneurial environment. For
example, in a often cited article by Autio and Klofsten (1998), the business network
SMIL is compared to the business incubator Spinno. We have therefore chosen to
reserve the concept of incubator for organisations dedicated to the support of emerging
ventures.
For a very detailed overview of present definitions, see Hackett and Dilts (2004b)
One or more of these are mentioned in the following studies: Aernoudt (2004), Allen and
McCluskey (1990), Bollingtoft and Ulhoi (2005), Brooks (1986), Chan and Lau (2005), Clarysse et al.
(2005), Collinson and Gregson (2003), Colombo and Delmastro (2002), Hackett and Dilts (2004a;
2004b), Hansen et al. (2000), Hsu et al. (2003), Lyons and Li (2003), Mian (1996a), Nolan (2003),
Peters et al. (2004), Phillips (2002), Rice (2002), Rothschild and Darr (2005), Smilor (1987),
VINNOVA (2004) and von Zedtwitz (2003).
50 To these basic components, Aernoudt (2004), Brooks (1986) and von Zedtwitz (2003) add access to
or assistance in acquiring seed and/or venture capital.
48
49
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Another possible source of confusion is the lack of specification with regard to what
part of the venture development process is considered. Bhabra-Remedios and
Cornelius (2003) identify the possibility to differentiate between different types of
incubators based on the development stage of the firms on which they are focusing:
start-ups, business development or maturity. Most researchers seem to agree that
incubation is related to the early phase of a ventures life (see, e.g., Aernoudt, 2004;
Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius, 2003; Grimaldi and Grandi, 2005; Hackett and Dilts,
2004a; Lindelöf and Löfsten, 2004). In order to qualify the concept of early phase, we
follow the work of Klofsten (1992; 2005), who separates between two stages in the
development of new ventures (see Figure 1): pre-commercialisation and
commercialisation. In the first stage, the aim is to reach a “launching platform”, where
the idea is concrete enough to be communicated to others and there is agreement on
its marketability. If successful, the idea enters the commercialisation stage, where the
next step is to reach a “business platform” (Klofsten, 2005), where the firms has
secured an input of resources and developed an ability to manage and utilise these
resources.51

Figure 1: The venture development process. (Adapted from Klofsten (2005))
As is indicated by the shaded part in Figure 1, most incubators are concerned with
ventures whose ideas are approaching the launching platform, but have not yet reached
a fully established business platform. This corresponds well to the conclusion of
Brooks (1986) that incubation should be aimed at bridging or closing the gap between
the new venture idea and the developed idea, or in his wording: “the attempt stage”.52
Consequently, the incubator concept should not be used for organisations such as
science parks and technology parks, which are generally designed for the support of
much more mature ventures.

51 For a more detailed discussion of the ‘business platform’ concept, see Davidsson and Klofsten
(2003).
52 With regards to the lower limit to the scope of incubators, incubators may be less likely to
concentrate on the first-day entrepreneur than, e.g., business angels (von Zedwitz, 2003).
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In summary, in this paper the concept of incubator is reserved for organisations that
supply joint location, services, business support and networks to early stage ventures.

TODAY’S “MODEL” OF INCUBATOR PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

According to our knowledge, Allen and McCluskey (1990) provided the first
systematic overview of incubator performance literature. They identified the need for
increased conceptual clarity with regard to incubator development in general and
incubator performance in particular. During the 1990s, several researchers attempted
to address the issue of incubator performance, but no single evaluation framework was
developed (Mian, 1997). According to later reviews, there is still a lack of “… a
complete evaluation framework that will allow for benchmarking activities and
outcomes” (Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius, 2003, p. 12; see also Lindelöf and
Löfsten, 2004), which according to some researchers is due to difficulties with regards
to defining the “nature of performance” (Nolan, 2003; Phan et al., 2005).

However, putting together all the fragmented efforts within the incubator
performance evaluation field, an implicit model emerges (see Figure 2). The two parts
of the model – incubator goals and incubator performance – are discussed to a greater
or lesser extent by most researchers.

Figure 2: Today’s implicit model of incubator performance evaluation
Above, incubators were described as organisations providing support to new
ventures. Incubator goals refer to what incubator stakeholders expect the incubators to
achieve by providing such support. Incubator performance refers to the extent to which
incubator outcomes correspond to goals. We thus, make a difference between outcome
and performance, where the latter is a relative measure taking expected outcomes (i.e.
goals) into account.
Many previous studies have been concerned with identifying criteria and indicators
to evaluate incubator performance. For example, in a study of 127 US incubators Allen
and McCluskey (1990) used three criteria: occupancy, jobs created and firms graduated.
In addition to these, Phillips (2002) included indicators such as tenant revenues,
number of patent applications per firm and number of discontinued businesses in her
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comparison between different types of incubators in the US. These are only a couple
of examples of the larger number of papers identifying lists of performance evaluation
criteria (cf. Chan and Lau, 2005; Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; OECD, 1997).
Perhaps the most comprehensive list was provided by Mian (1996a; 1996b; 1997), who
added management policies and their effectiveness as well as services and their value
added to the list of ‘ordinary’ performance outcomes.53 However, in most studies such
criteria have been used without regard to the goals of the studied incubators. In our
wording, they, thus, measure outcome rather than performance. This is problematic since
comparisons based on such measures are valid only to the extent that the studied
incubators are homogenous with regards to goals.
However, such homogeneity is rare. Some incubators aim at accelerating the
development of new firms, others at commercialising research from universities and
institutes. Some incubators are set up by real estate owners with over-capacity, while
others are set up by local authorities in order to give new life to tired regions. The list
can be made long. That incubators differ in terms of goals is often recognised by
incubator researchers. For example, they have earlier concluded that “no two
incubators are alike” (Allen and McCluskey, 1990, p. 64), that incubators “articulate
objectives differently depending upon their sponsor’s interests” (Mian, 1996b, p. 194)
and that “goals vary from one organisation to another” (Bhabra-Remedios and
Cornelius, 2003, p. 11). They have also recognised that different incubators have
“unique origins and characteristics including goals” [Mian, 1997 #8, p. 263], or at least
make “different priorities” within the same basic goals (Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005).
It is, thus, surprising that when it comes to evaluating incubator performance all
incubators are usually examined as if they have the same outcome objectives (Bearse,
1998; Sherman, 1999). As an illustration, Aernoudt (2004) makes clear distinctions
between different kinds of business incubators and points out the deficiencies of
mixing them up, yet without taking this into further consideration in her results.
The problem is of course that different goals correspond to different outcome
indicators. If the goal is to create jobs, growth in sales is probably not the best
indicator since it is not necessarily coupled to number of employees. On the other
hand, it might be an excellent indicator for an incubator striving to commercialise
research ideas. To compare incubators with different goals using the same indicator is,
hence, like comparing apples with pears.
To further complicate things, incubators may have multiple goals. To a large extent,
this is due to the fact that incubators may have multiple stakeholders with differing
53 In addition, some researchers list more general types of ‘incubator characteristics’ without clearly
stating whether these characteristics influence performance or not (cf., e.g., Grimaldi and Grandi,
2005).
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interests (OECD, 1997). This implies that we are not only in the danger of comparing
apples to pears – in the worst case, we can make ourselves guilty of comparing
different types of fruit salads.
It may, however, be argued that the goal of the incubator may be irrelevant for the
evaluator and that the outcome in itself, thus, is a good enough measure. For example,
people that are interested in job creation would presumably be satisfied with
identifying those incubators that produce the largest number of jobs, regardless of
whether this is the incubators’ goal or not. Since we are primarily concerned with
evaluations and comparisons that aim at identifying best practices, we however argue
that measures of outcomes are of limited value by themselves. If we fail to control for
goal differences, we have no way of explaining differences in outcomes, to find out if
they are, in fact, the result of differences in practices or merely of differences in focus.
As recognised by Mian (1997) “evaluation of performance or outcomes requires that
the alternative programs are relatively well defined, with substantially similar aims but
clearly differentiated strategies for attaining them” (Mian, 1997, p. 261). This implies
that, in order to identify best practices, we not only need to control for goal
differences, but also have to be able to distinguish between different incubator models,
i.e. how or in what way incubators support new ventures. The aim is to compare the
performance of different models, i.e. their outcomes in relation to some predefined
goal. However, although several researchers have discussed the importance of
incubator management and identified the need for finding best practices (cf. Autio and
Klofsten, 1998; Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; Hannon, 2003; Mian, 1997), to our
knowledge no one has explicitly dealt with the issues of how incubator support is
currently provided and how incubators differ in this respect.
To sum up, in most incubator performance evaluations, incubators are regarded as
more or less generic with regards both to what they strive to achieve and how they
organise themselves in order to achieve it. It, thus, implies an immediate risk of
comparing incompatible entities and does not support the identification of best
practice incubator models. Our conclusion is that when best practice identification is
the issue, we need a way to distinguish between incubators with different goals and
models if we are to avoid making “apple and pear” comparisons.

DISTINGUISHING BETWEEN DIFFERENT INCUBATORS

To categorise incubators is not an obvious task (OECD, 1997), and a number of
previous efforts have been made (see the comprehensive review by Hackett and Dilts
(2004b)). Most of these have got their merits, but when it comes to evaluation,
comparison and best practice identification, they are useful only if goals and incubator
models are homogeneous within each category. According to our experience, this is
seldom the case. In the following, we will therefore suggest some bases for making
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distinctions based primarily on incubator model features, but also taking differences in
goals into account. Our framework is summarised in Figure 3.

Figure 3, The proposed framework for incubator performance evaluation
DECODING INCUBATOR GOALS
Some of the categorisations mentioned above take their departure in the overall
purpose of the incubators. Two main principles have been used. The first is based on
ownership and governance and makes a distinction between for-profit54 and non-forprofit incubators (see, e.g., Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Lyons and Li, 2003; Peters et
al., 2004). The second is based on the overall focus of the incubator in terms of how it
expects to influence its larger environment. A common distinction is that between (a)
incubators that aim at enhancing economic development and/or reduce
unemployment in a region by facilitating the start-up of new companies, increasing
their survival rate and growth and, more generally, by training entrepreneurs, and (b)
incubators that aim at stimulating firms involved in emerging technologies or the
commercialisation (or transfer) of research done in universities, research institutes and
firms (see, e.g., Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius, 2003; Mian, 1997; Nolan, 2003;
OECD, 1997; Peters et al., 2004; Phillips, 2002; Sherman, 1999). Several other attempts
have also been made with features of both these categorisation principles (see, e.g.,
Aernoudt, 2004; Grimaldi and Grandi, 2005; von Zedwitz, 2003).
With only a few exceptions (Bearse, 1998; Brooks, 1986), these categorisations do
not seem take into account that goals may differ within these categories and that
incubators may have mixed goals. Constructing a multitude of categories in order to
cover all possibilities cannot be recommended, though. Instead, we suggest researchers
to follow the advice of Bearse (1998) and let classifications fall out of the data. This
implies that categories defined for other purposes or evaluations should be avoided
(Bearse, 1998). Comparisons should then, preferably, only be made between incubators
that fall into the same class, but at the very least evaluators should weight outcome
indicators differently for different classes (Bearse, 1998).
Decoding the goals of an incubator requires the researcher to identify incubator
owners, board members, financiers etc. and ferret out their agendas. This is, of course,
54

Here we also include real-estate incubators.
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not an easy task to undertake, especially since the ‘explicit’ goals stated by incubator
managers in, for example, official documents, interviews and applications for funding
usually only reflect part of the picture. There are plenty of examples of incubators
trying to portray themselves from the best possible angle with regards to whatever they
believe that the recipient will value. For example, in a study by Mian (1997), all four
incubators stated that their goal was to “seek participation in the state’s economic
development activities”. Is this statement likely to reflect the true goal(s) of these
incubators?
If it is impossible to identify incubator goals, we suggest that researchers instead
could consider the incubators’ portfolios of incubatees and compare incubators with
similar portfolios. Even if such comparisons do not allow the identification of best
practices in relation to a particular goal, it at least gives some indications on how best
to support a particular type of venture portfolio. If incubators do not even have
portfolios with similar characteristics, the conclusion must be that comparisons are
fruitless since “a comparative evaluation approach is justifiable only when programs
are truly comparable” (Mian, 1997, p. 261).
DEVELOPING THE ‘INCUBATOR MODEL’ CONCEPT
As mentioned above, little has been written with regards to incubator models, i.e.
how and in what way incubators provide their support. From the reviewed literature,
we can however discern the main components of such models:55 Selection refers to
decisions concerning which ventures to accept for entry and which to reject.
Infrastructure consists of ‘administrative’ services. Business support is associated with
coaching/training activities. Mediation refers to how the incubator connects the
incubatees to each other and to the outside world. Finally, graduation is related to exit
policies, i.e. decisions concerning under what circumstances incubatees should leave
the incubator.
However, not all of these are equally important when separating different incubator
models from each other. Judging from earlier research, most incubators seem to supply
more or less the same set of general administrative services, including shared office
space and equipment as well as facilities-related services and office services such as
reception and clerical services (Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Chan and Lau, 2005;
Colombo and Delmastro, 2002; Lalkalka, 2003; Lyons and Li, 2003; Mian, 1996a; Rice,
2002). Furthermore, we have not seen any reference in the literature to substantial
differences with respect to graduation policies. We, therefore, suggest that selection,
business support and mediation are the main distinguishing components of incubator
models.

55

See e.g. Soetanto (2004), Hackett and Dilts (2004b) and Peters et al. (2004).
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SELECTION
According to Hackett and Dilts (2004b), most of what has been done concerning
incubator models is related to the issue of incubatee selection. Researchers seem to
agree that selection is an important incubator management task (e.g. Colombo and
Delmastro, 2002; Lumpkin and Ireland, 1988; Peters et al., 2004), since it is the basis
for effective resource allocation, with respect both to individual incubators (Lumpkin
and Ireland, 1988) and to the general economy (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b). The task of
identifying firms that are “weak-but-promising”, while avoiding those that cannot be
helped through business incubation as well as those that do not need incubation, is a
challenge which requires “a sophisticated understanding of the market and the process
of new venture formation” (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b, p. 61; cf. also Lumpkin and
Ireland, 1988).
Opinions differ, however, with regards to what the appropriate selection criteria are,
which perhaps explains why different incubators put different emphasis on different
criteria (cf. Lumpkin and Ireland, 1988). Available options include the prior
employment experience and technical expertise of the entrepreneur or the venture
team, the properties of the market the venture is aiming at, the properties of the
product or service and the profit potential of the venture (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b).
In principle, these may be divided into two overall approaches: selection focused
primarily on the idea and selection focused primarily on the entrepreneur(s). In order
to pursue an idea-focus approach, incubator managers must have access to deep
knowledge in relevant technological fields in order to evaluate the viability of ideas, i.e.
the product, the market and the profit potential related to the combination of these.
The entrepreneur-focus approach, in contrast, requires knowledge of more general
business development requirements in relation to which the experience, skills and
characteristics of entrepreneurs may be evaluated.
However, selection is not only a matter of criteria – it is also a matter of flexibility or
strictness in applying them. We may here distinguish between two basic approaches. In
the “picking-the-winners” approach, incubator managers try to identify a few
successful ventures ex ante. When this approach is taken to its extreme, incubators
resemble private venture capital firms. In the “survival-of-the-fittest” approach,
incubator managers apply less rigid selection criteria, take on a larger number of firms
and rely on markets etc. to provide the selection processes that over time will separate
winners from losers.56
If we combine these two types of approaches of the selection component, we get
four “selection strategies” (see figure 4), which are likely to result in very different
56 These approaches have some common features with Clarysse et al.’s (2005) different “models of
spinout activities”.
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incubator “portfolios” of incubatees. With a “survival-of-the-fittest idea” strategy, the
incubator portfolio will presumably consist of a quite large number of ventures related
to one or a few technological fields. With a “survival-of-the-fittest-entrepreneur”
strategy, the incubator portfolio will be much more diversified, with ventures
representing many different knowledge areas. A “picking-the-winning-ideas” strategy is
likely to result in a highly niched portfolio of a few firms within a quite narrow
technological area. Finally, a “picking-the-winning-entrepreneur” strategy, incubatee
ventures will be lead by a few handpicked entrepreneurs on which incubator managers
have high hopes.

Figure 4, Selection strategies
BUSINESS SUPPORT
The importance of providing business support in addition to more general
administrative services has been emphasised in recent incubator literature, and
different researchers have made a number of descriptions of the types of services and
support provided by incubators to incubatees. The business support services generally
identified include advice and services concerning general business matters such as
accounting, legal matters and advertising, financial assistance, entrepreneurial training
and business development services (Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Chan and Lau, 2005;
Lalkalka, 2003; Lyons and Li, 2003; Mian, 1996a). Those of most concern to us here
are those related to business development and entrepreneurial training, including
coaching and education related to business planning, leadership and marketing.
As has been noted by, e.g. Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius (2003), the success of
incubator tenants is not only dependent on the nature of these services, but also on
how they are supplied. Hackett and Dilts (2004a) observe that business assistance
approaches may differ with regards to time intensity (percentage of working hours
devoted to monitoring and assisting incubatees), comprehensiveness (the degree to
which assistance include strategic and operational assistance as well as administrativerelated services) and degree of quality (the relative value of the assistance). A more
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general approach is that of Rice (2002), who distinguishes between different types of
counselling:
1. Reactive and episodic counselling, which is entrepreneur-initiated – the entrepreneur
requests help dealing with a crisis or problem and the assistance is focused on
this problem and is generally of limited duration)
2. Proactive and episodic counselling, which is incubator-initiated – the manager engages
entrepreneurs in informal, ad hoc counselling, which may be referred to as
“counselling by walking around”
3. Continual and proactive counselling, which is incubator-initiated – the venture is
subjected to an ongoing review and “intense-aggressive” intervention by
incubator managers.
These categories differ with respect to whom the initiator is (the entrepreneur or the
incubator staff) and to the support intensity or continuity. According to our opinion,
what both these dimensions come down to in the end is the view of the incubator’s
role in the incubation process. Incubators may, then, be placed on a scale depending
on the extent to which they see themselves as managers of the incubation process or as
external facilitators of a process primarily managed by the incubatees themselves. At
the one extreme, which we call baby-sitting, ventures are guided through the
incubation process by the steady hand of the incubator staff and its advisors. To use a
citation from Leleux (2001) “it is not lawn tennis at Wimbledon; it is more like mud
rugby at Landsdown Road. You are in the dirt with your entrepreneur all day long.” At
the other extreme, which we call laissez-faire, incubatees are left entirely to themselves
and are provided with very little assistance.
MEDIATION
In order to explain the concept of ‘mediation’, we take our departure in the
innovation system approach. This part of the literature on innovation emphasises that
innovation processes are not primarily the concern of individual actors, but instead
involve a variety of feedback loops between activities and take place within broader
innovation systems consisting of actors, networks and institutions (Breschi and Malerba,
1997; Carlsson and Stankiewicz, 1995; Edquist, 1997; Freeman, 1995; Jacobsson and
Johnson, 2000; Lundvall, 1992; Nelson, 1992). These may be found on different
system levels – technology, sector, region and/or nation – and may be prominent
features of the selection environment (Johnson and Jacobsson, 2001).
As the incubation process, consequently, transcends the incubator (Hackett and
Dilts, 2004a), one important incubator role is to act as an intermediary – or mediator –
between incubatees and relevant innovation systems (Peters et al., 2004). The incubator
thereby provides a “bridge” between the incubatee and its environment (Merrifield,
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1987), with the purpose of leveraging entrepreneurial talent and/or resources
(Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Grimaldi and Grandi, 2005).57
Two dimensions of this role have been described in earlier literature. First,
incubators may engage in network mediation, i.e. matching incubatees with other actors
(Brooks, 1986; von Zedwitz, 2003), with the purpose of compensating for the
incubatees’ lack of established entrepreneurial networks (Peters et al., 2004; Smilor,
1987; von Zedwitz, 2003).58 Such networks may provide information, knowledge and
expertise that are vital for the survival of new ventures and may also reduce the
uncertainty they experience (Collinson and Gregson, 2003). Networks can emerge
between incubatees and external actors, such as potential customers, partners,
employees, university researchers and financiers (cf. Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005;
Clarysse et al., 2005; Hackett and Dilts, 2004b). There is, however, also an ‘inherent’
potential for interaction between incubatees, which is of importance for, e.g., social
capital building and the development of agglomeration economies (Aernoudt, 2004;
Bhabra-Remedios and Cornelius, 2003; Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Brooks, 1986;
Collinson and Gregson, 2003; Colombo and Delmastro, 2002).
Second, incubators may engage in institutional mediation, i.e. mediating the impacts of
institutions on incubatees (Hackett and Dilts, 2004b). Through mediation, incubators
may help incubatees to understand, interpret and perhaps even influence the
institutional demands introduced by regulations, laws, traditions, values, norms and
cognitive rules.59 They may also increase the visibility, credibility and understandability
of incubatees in the eyes of external actors, thereby helping incubatees obtain
legitimacy and social acceptance (Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Collinson and Gregson,
2003; Smilor, 1987; see also Suchman, 1995; and Zimmerman and Zeitz, 2002).
There is evidence that some incubators’ mediation activities are limited to certain
regions, whereas other incubators work on a more international scale within a limited
technological field (cf. Carayannis and von Zedwitz, 2005; Clarysse et al., 2005). We,
therefore, suggest that it is fruitful to distinguish incubators based on the type of
innovation system they primarily connect to: regional innovation systems (RIS) or
technological/sectoral innovations systems (TIS/SIS). In the case of cluster formation
these two categories overlap. Until it has been verified through empirical studies
57 Critical resources include, e.g., knowledge and technology, financial capital, market related resources
and human capital (see, e.g., Begley et al., 2005; Bollingtoft and Ulhoi, 2005; Hindle and Yencken,
2004; Mian, 1996a; Rice, 2002; Rickne, 2000).
58 We have chosen the concept of ‘network mediation’ instead of the more commonly used
‘networking’ in order to distinguish the intermediary role of the incubator from its activities to build a
network from which it can source expertise for its business support activities. The latter may, however,
be an important basis for the former; incubators usually use their ‘incubator network’ in their
mediation role.
59 For a comprehensive overview of different types of institutions, see Scott (1995).
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whether the technological or the regional dimension is the more important, we
recommend that clusters be treated as a third category.60

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

The aim of this paper was to sort out some of the problems leading to “apple-andpear” comparisons in incubator performance evaluation and comparison and to
develop a framework that can serve as a basis for identifying best practice incubator
models.
In summary, most researchers seem to follow an implicit “model” for incubator
performance evaluation that has two main deficiencies. First, most studies fail to take
incubator goals into consideration and, thus, measure outcome rather than
performance. Second, the issues of how incubator support is currently provided, i.e.
which incubator models that are used, and how incubators differ in this respect are
usually neglected. These deficiencies imply an immediate risk of comparing
incompatible entities, i.e. apples, pears or different types of fruit salads, making it
extremely difficult and deceptive to draw any conclusions concerning best practices.
In order to avoid these problems, we recommend researchers who aim at identifying
best practices to take into account that incubators are different by letting classes of
incubators “fall out” of the data and evaluating each class using different performance
criteria. In addition, incubators need to be categorised with respect to the models they
use if best practises are to be identified. We, therefore, suggest that different incubators
may be distinguished from each other by using three key incubator model components
– selection strategies, business support strategies and mediation.
With respect to selection, we put forward a four-field categorisation matrix
consisting of the following strategies: picking-the-winning-idea, picking-the-winningentrepreneur, survival-of-the-fittest-idea and survival-of-the-fittest-entrepreneur. We
also suggest that business support strategies may be positioned on a scale from a “laissezfaire” strategy to a “baby-sitting” strategy. Finally, we make a distinction between
mediation focused on regional innovation systems, technological innovation systems and
clusters respectively.
It should be noted that the distinctions suggested above are yet to be confirmed
empirically. As the next step, we will therefore analyse applications for government
funding from a population of approximately 40 incubators, which contain detailed
information on stakeholders, goals and models. This information will be
complemented by interviews with incubator managers and incubatees. However, we
60 According to some researchers, incubators have a close connection with clusters and may even serve
as catalysts or accelerators of cluster formation (Carayannis and von Zedwitz, 2005). Others have
found that being located in a strong cluster may improve incubator performance (Hsu et al., 2003).
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have already received comments from a number of incubator managers, who feel
comfortable with the proposed categorisations and find them useful as a tool to
communicate their chosen strategies and models.
If the framework proves to be generally useful, we will apply it in studies of the
relationship between incubator model and performance. Opinions have been put
forward that there is one best practice model that suits all types of incubators. For
example, Hackett and Dilts (2004a) claim that the more incubators behave like venture
capitalist firms and the more intense their business support is, the better incubator
performance can be expected. In contrast, our hypothesis is that there is room for
several different models, suiting different contexts, and that the important thing is the
alignment between incubator model and incubator goals as well as within the model
(between selection, business support and mediation strategies). If this hypothesis is
confirmed, the framework may also be used as a diagnostic instrument to evaluate
alignment within incubators.
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